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ILEIA (lntormalion Centre for Low-External-lnput and
Sustainable Agriculture) was established in 1982 by the ETC
Foundation and is funded mainly by the Netherlands Ministry
of Development Cooperation. Prcject tunds are assured till
early 1 994.

ILEIA's long{erm objective is to conlribute to a situation in
which Low-External-lnput and Sustainable Agricullure (LEISA)
is:
. widely adopted as a valid approach to agricultural develop-

ment, complementary to high-elternal-input agriculture,
. recognised as a means to balance locally available

resources and local knowledge with modern technologies
requiring inputs from elsewhere,

. valued as a uselul perspective in planning and implemenf
ing agricultural research, educalion and extension,

. developing and consolidating its stock of knowledge and
scientific basis.

LEISA is agriculture which makes oplimal use of locally avail-
able natural and human resources (such as climate, land-
scape, soil, water, vegetation, local crops and animals, local
skills and indigenous knowledge) and is economically feasible,
ecologically sound, culturally adapted and socially just. The
use of external inputs such as mineral fertilisers, pesticides
and machinery is not excluded but is seen as complementary
to the use of local resources and has to meet the above-men-
tioned criteria of sustainability.

ILEIA seeks to reach these objectives by operating a docu-
mentation centre; publishing a quarterly newsletter, bibliogra-
phies, resource guides etc; holding international workshops;
and supporting regional networks in the Third World.

The opinions expressed in the articles do not necessarily
reflect the views of lLElA.

Readers are encouraged to reprint or lranslate articles with
acknowledgement. Please send a copy of any reprint or
translation to lLEiA.
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A NEW LOOK

The best picture on the front cover of a magazine dealing with
agriculture is one where you can see a person or animal "in the
field" looking at you, ldeally, he or she should be photographed in
such a way, that you, as a reader, are lured into opening the maga-
zine wanting to know more. As most people turn to the back page
betore starting to look inside, this page is also very important.
Page 2 and 3 should guide you through the main contents and
make you even more enthusiastic about the articles. These are
some improvements we hope to have achieved in this issue.
Media insights to improve the message. At least that's what we
hope.

You can also use text: Ever heard about "secreted expert infor-
mation", Tei-kei or puppets for sustainable agriculture? Read this
newsletter! But howto picture ecological balances, Iife cycles and
soil lite? How to compare conventional agriculture with agricul-
ture based on ecological principles in a lively and understandable
manner? ls sustainable agriculture in need of a ditferent system
of communication, as it is largely based on local resources? This
newslefrer pleads for a new look at information exchange to
speed up the transition towards sustainable agriculture. We hope
to inspire you to improve communication with farmers, being awa-
re of the fact that the majority of innovations result from informal
contacts between farmers. Therefore, focusing on local informa-
tion attects the role of the outsiders working with farmers. We feel
documenting farmers' knowledge purely for academic interests is
inappropriate.

Take a look at the articles and it you feel like it, write us a reac-
tion. lt does not necessarily have to be a longn well-documented
and well-written article. Shorter contributions about your
experiences and opinions are also more than welcome, especially
since we have decided to give more room to reactions trom
readers on page thirty-five.

The editors
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I
A tarmer's own knowledge is the
basis for development. Being aware
of this knowledge helps tarmers
decide on the new intormation they
wish to acquire fitting their ecology,
economy, culture and interests. In
this article, the authors describe a
project where the learning obiectives
defined by the farmers became the
basis for communication campaigns.
Farmers in five Philippine barangays
(villages) are experiencing this
approach following earlier
experiences by FAO in DeveloPment
Support Communication. The proiect
builds on the Filippino tradition of
schools on the air and echoes Paulo
Freire's lesson that, as an
empowered learners, people are
Iiberated from a maior constraint to
their development.

I earning with farmers, rather than
I transferring technologies to them, is
lltne essence of the rural develop-
ment experiences described in this article.
Where equity is a priority -rather than sim-
ply increased productivity- farmers can
best be helped when they are able to make
informed choices about the evolution of
their farming system, their health and edu-
cation. lf a farmer is faced with more choic-
es each growing season, then one could
argue that the production system is mov-
ing towards sustainability.

Shifting roles
Facilitating learning is easier said than
done. lt requires that the outside agents
change their role. Farmers are the ones
who must control the learning. They
should be able to access information
according to their specific needs, times
and means. The shift is from the transfer of
solutions to the communication of choices
for adaptation and appropriation. The
facilitator's tools are no longer technolo-
gies and recommendations, but rather
communicative and educational tools to
enhance farmers' exploration of the infor-
mation they deem relevant and necessary.
Facilitating agencies must be willing and
able to accommodate this shift in function.
It means that it is now up to the farmer to
make choices about what technologies are
needed. The outsider (NGO, extension
worker, community organiser, researcher)
supports problem definition and helps the

Farmers control
comlnunication Gampaigns

Ricardo Ramirez and
Teresa Stuart

farmers to make an inventory of potential
solutions. lf a government agricultural ser-
vice is going to adopt this approach, it
means they are willing to challenge their
researchers to respond to farmers'
demands.

Once options are developed, the facilita-
tor becomes a communicatorwith the task
of organising knowledge, recording it on
different media, and presenting it back to
the farmers for them to judge, digest,
reject, or modify and appropriate.

ldentifying needs
A pilot project was established two years
ago with the Government of the
Philippines through the network of agricul-
tural research consortia coordinated by the
Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry
and Natural Resources Research and
Development (PCARRD). The three year
project was designed to ensure a two-way
flow of information between farmers, rural
development workers and researchers.
The project hoped to increase the partici-
pation of small farmers in identifying tech-
nologies for research, development or
transfer to them. lt is being implemented in
five fairly isolated barangay sites with
small farmers, fishermen, rural women
and youth as beneficiaries.
The project builds on three elements:
. short-term trainings on communication

techniques and other skills needed by
field staff. extension workers and farmers

. a village loudspeaker system called
"Community Audio Tower System" or

CATS (borrowed from Thai experience)
. the production of communication pack-

ages in multi-media form on the basis of
farmers demands for information.

With the help of several appraisal methods
(Rapid Rural Appraisal, Key Informant
Panel, Knowledge-Attitude-Practice
Survey), farmers' demand for outside infor-
mation was identified. With the help of
these tools, the community first described
their environment to the field workers. The
physical and social information thus col-
lected served as the basis for a group dis-
cussion with a selected number ol 10-12
men and women, representing different
ages and social groups in the barangay. In
this discussion, problems and their under-
lying causes were identified and mapped in
a problem tree diagram. These diagrams
are useful in showing and verifying the
information with awider numberof commu-
nity members. As this project focuses on
communicating agricultural technology, for
the non- agricultural problems identified
during the exercise, such as lack of infra-
structure or financing, the community was
encouraged to demand services from oth-
er government services and NGOs.

Surveying knowledge
The farmers ranked their agricultural con-
cerns in order of priority. A survey form
detailing the knowledge on recommended
technologies for those issues was drawn
up and tested with farmers. Subsequently
all adults in the community were surveyed,
men and women separately. The survey
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results indicated the major knowledge
gaps. These gaps, in turn, guided staff in
defining educational objectives for the
communication campaign. This
Knowledge-Activities-Practice survey will
be repeated at the end of the campaign
and the larmers will be able to witness their
own knowledge gains. ldentifying knowl-
edge gaps may be a less participatory
step, but it enables farmers to recognise
their accomplishments at the end of the
communication campaign. In future, these
surveys could be done on traditional tech-
nologies when one community wishes to
acquire knowledge form another baran-
gay.

This approach is more than just a media
effort. The strategy is to systematically
document what the farmers, the "audi-
ence", is interested in. Through this
approach we are hoping to experience and
demonstrate a synergistic effect among
farmers, field workers, communicators
and researchers in technology develop-
ment, transfer and utilisation.

Media campaigns
The multi-media campaigns involve the
production of printed materials, village
posters, "schools on the air" (training pro-
grammes split into 20 or more lessons with
accompanying printed materials which are
aired for fifteen minutes 3 times a week in
the early morning or evening), and some
video programmes. The materials in each
medium complement the information con-
veyed in the other media. Each medium, or
media combination, is aimed at a specific
audience, with a set of messages devel-
oped and field-tested in consultation with
those farmers. Most materials are pro-
duced by prolect staff, yet community
members are now being regularly trained
to prepare radio scripts.

Project staff introduced the Communitv
Audio Tower System as an entry point for
their development activities. A disadvan-
tage of this approach was that during the
early stages, community attention focused
on the medium at the cost of the underly-
ing learning process.

Great enthusiasm
"Ploughing with carabao is easier than
writing a radio script" excldmed a farmer
from a Community Broadcasting
Association. The approach has generated
an active participation by farmers. In
barangay Tacunan (near Davao City) a
Community Broadcasting Association was
established by the barangay as a result of
regular meetings between project staff and
the community. Several members have
received training in script writing. The
Association is charged with determining
programming and scheduling of the
"Radyo Tacunan" broadcasts. They also
collect funds from the barangay to cover
operational costs, particulary fuel for the
generator. The following factors explain
this enthusiasm.

. Building mutual trust. The appraisal
tools and the regular consultations
between larmers and field workers built
a sense of trust within the barangay and
with the outsiders. Thirteen courses
were organised and local organisation at
the barangay level flourished.

. Ownership. The level of commitment
shows the sense of ownership over the
approach. Indeed, the essence of the
process is that the information that is
being systematically transmitted, is
based on the knowledge which the resi-
dents themselves have helped to identi-
fy. The learners are in control of the pro-
CESS.

. Organisational development. The
barangays with a good level of organisa-
tional development are the ones benefit-
ting most of the approach. This is
because they already have a system for
dealing with decisions and problem solv-
ing. They are also laster in organising
new groups, as well in keeping regular
meetings. They are able to exploit the
CATS as a means of sharing information
on issues important to them: the close to
100% vaccination rates achieved by the
Health Service in these barangays is
proves this.

Forging links
Farmers become active seekers of infor-

The CATS consists of a karaoke system (an inte-
grated sound unit with double cassette player,
very popularlor entertalnment in Asia),two micrc-
phones, an amplltier with a 500 watt power output
capacity connected to four lao-watt loudspeaker
systems attached to a metal pole. Total cost: us$
2,0(n approximately. These arc housed either ln a
specially rcnovated room in the barangay centre
or in another place agrced upon by the commu-
nity. "Broadcasts" can reach up to a two-kilomet-
re radius so that in sorne sites, other adjoining
barangays benefit as well from the information
dissemlnation.

mation by being at the forefront of project
implementation. To solve their demands
they establish linkages to demand infor-
mation and services from government and
from NGOs. Information is no longer a lim-
itation. The farmers are now confident and
knowledgeable of whom to address their
needs related to technology, information,
seruices and resources. The banana
farmers'problem with "bugtok" disease is
now being controlled, because an expert
on banana, based at the neighbouring
Department of Agriculture, willingly shared
his expertise during one of their meetings.
ln Tacunan, farmers were trained by soil
science specialists on soil testing, they
toured the soils labs and obtained soil test-
ing kits.

The links forged by the community have
widened the perspective of the barangay
leaders, in particular, and the residents in
general on the possibilities and opportu-
nities available to them. They have also
seen the fruits of their own investment: the
construction of the Radyo Tacunan station
(in Barangay Tacunan) is a small hut
beside the barangay hall which was built
cooperatively by the menfolk. lt now has
become an "after office" or "after farm"
meeting place of sorts, particularly among
the broadcasters, the farmers and their
spouses.

New tradition
Early evening broadcasts are part of a new
routine. In barangay Tacunan the new rou-
tine could one day become part of localtra-
dition; in other barangays the process may
need fufther support lrom facilitators. lf it is
to be sustained by the community, the true
new routine is one of defining knowledge,
identifying additional information needs,
demanding and obtaining it, and sharing it.
It is a process of agricultural learning which
in essence should be as sustainable as
life-long learning.

I

Ricardo Ramirez, FAO Development Support
Communication Branch, Via delle Terme di Caracalla,
00100 Rome, ltaly.
Teresa Stuart, Institute of DeveloDment
Communication, UPLB, Los Bafios, philippines.

For turther information on this experience con-
tact: The Director, Applied Communication Division,
PCARRD, Los Banos, Laguna, Phitippines or:
Development Support Communication Branch,
Information Division, FAO, Via delle Terme di
Caracalla, Rome, 00100 ltaly, Tet +396-5225-4099,
Fax +396-5225-5155.

The DSC Branch will publish a case study on this
experience in the Philippines in 1994 as part ot its
Case Study series. Other publications include manu-
als on media use tor development, and guidelines for
the design of DSC components for rural development
programmes. As part of FAO, the DSC Branch otfers
technical assistance to Governments and is now
exploring collaborative arrangements with NGOs in
some countries.
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Seeds for life
Traditional agriculture need not always be sustainable. But where agricultural rules

have been constantly adapted to a changing environment, traditional principles
prove to be sustainable. Starting to collect local and traditional seed varieties, Jarhdhari,
a farmer in north India, revived interest in these principles. While Jarhdhari exchanges
seeds and information, the larmers decide for themselves whether or not to adapt this

re-gained knowledge to their own situation.

Biju Negi

I s recently as a century ago, agricul-

Aiffi '. ll"#i:'J:i}"",13,i'.ll; i I
1883 this region exported about 2,500,000
kg of wheat and barley to Tibet. Animal
husbandry was an integral part of the farm-
ing practice. Cattle dung along with forest
biomass assiduously collected was judi-
ciously used. Crops were grown in rotation
for three seasons after which the field was
allowed to remain fallow for one season.
This rotation was divided and planned so
wellthat even the land to be left fallow fol-
lowed a rotational flow pattern.
Monoculture was unimaginable. In fact,
often two crops would be growing simulta-
neously in a field, in a mixed formation. Or
subsidiary crops or vegetables would be
planted along the edges of a plot, bound-
ing the main crops. Moreover, there was
tremendous genetic diversity within each
crop. The variety to be planted was deter-

mined by the terrain, altitude, directional
aspect, soil characteristics, water regime,
safety from wild animals, and even by the
ultimate consumption purposes or choice
such as food for the sick, for lactating
mothers, or what variety was better for
what recipe, etc. Atkinson in the
Himalayan Gazetteer (1882) mentions 48
varieties of rice and adds that there may be
hundreds of other unknown varieties. Crop
diseases, pests and crop failures were
rare, if any.

Drastic fall
This richness of Garhwal's agriculture was
clearly evident right up to the 1950s. But
then the picture reversed entirely. First
slowly through partial migration and later
because of the Green Revolution. The
Green Revolution was planned for the
semi-arid plains of north India and even
there its success is dubious. But in the tem-
perate hills of Garhwal it simply played
havoc with agricultural practices.
Encouraging monoculture and hybrid

seeds - for which initially lucrative incen-
tives were given - began to erode the spe-
cies and genetic diversity of crops and led
to an actual fall in grain as well as hay out-
put. Chemical fertilisers caused a harden-
ing of the soil, pesticides killed natural
preys. The Green Revolution actually
resulted in the arrival and attacks by pests
and diseases otherwise unheard of.
Equally important, the Green Revolution
sought to change the people's attitude and
approach to agriculture. From being
sacred, it became "soul-less" and market
oriented. Earlier, seeds were considered
gifts of god and never sold but freely
exchanged (orto be returned afterharvest)
among the people. Now these became a
marketable commodity. "Cash came to
represent the over-riding factor in agricul-
ture, at the cost of the wholesomeness of
food and life. Though individual farmers
and those in relatively isolated villages had
not given up all their native seeds or tradi-
tonal agricultural practices, such efforts
were comparatively few and scattered.
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Interrelated problems
For Vijay Jarhdhari and his wife in the vil-
lage of Jarhdhar, Nagni in the Tehri district
of Garhwal, resentment against Green
Revolution actually started with seeing the
harm chemical fertilisers and pesticides
were doing to his crops and land. That was
about 12 years ago. But one realisation led
to another, and Jarhdhari soon saw that
the problems were cyclic and widely inter_
linked. Stopping the use of chemical fertil-
isers, Jarhdhari found that the produce of
hybrid cereals fell sharply. Displeasure
was already there because of their scarce
fodder. The hybrid seeds produce dwarf
crops which may or may not have meant
more grains, but definitely meant less fod_
der. "ln traditional agriculture, crops are
grown not only for the humans but just as
well for our cattle" says Jarhdhari. "Almost
all our traditional cereals had long stalks.
For instance, our ghyasu rice variety has
about 140 cm long stalks and gives about
9000 kg fodder per hectare. Another tradi_
tional variety, jhumkya, gives even more.
Compared to these, the best hybrid varie-
ty fodder output has not been more than
6400 kg per hectare."
"This fodder aspect is very important,"
adds Mrs. Jarhdhari. ,,Less fodder from
crops means we have to look for fodder
from other sources. This not only means
spending more time on collecting it, but it
also adds greatly to the pressures on our
deteriorating forests.,,

Problem worse than expected
However, when Jarhdhari,s family decided
to also stop using hybrid seeds, they were
surprised and dismayed to find that the situ_
ation was far worse than one could have
imagined. There were hardly any tradition_
al seeds left - in fact, in the entire Tehri.
less than 10 varieties now remained. So it
became Jarhdhari's primary aim to collect,
save and publicise the use of traditional
seeds. Beginning with two varieties from
his own village, the search has taken
Jarhdhari now through a large part of the
home district of Tehri and adjoining
Uttarkashi district as well. His coliection
includes 108 varieties of rice, g0 beans, g
wheat, 11 maize, 3 barley, 5 amaranth, 4
potato and many of other local grains and
oilseeds; and this from less than half of
Garhwal. "But it is not enough to simply
collect seeds," says Jarhdhari.',What il
more important, and in fact the best way to
save these seeds, is that they should grow
and thrive in our fields.,' Jarhdhari's family
grows many of these varieties in their own
fields and encourages others to do the
same. Now for the last couple of years, as
many as 80% of the households in his own
village and also many others in the nearby
villages have taken to growing traditional
varieties, collected by Jarhdhari or by
themselves.

The major reason for people re-adopting
traditional varieties and concepts is based

on the end-results. Fodder gain from tradi-
tional varieties is distinct and substantial.
But even more vital is the grain output. For
example, in 1993 when rains were far less
than normal, the highest yielding hybrids
were kasturi, which gives 4000 kg/ha,
Pant-6, yielding 5000 kg/ha and dwarf
saketwith 4000 kg/ha. compare this with
the best traditional variety outputs: lhurn-
kya 66O0 kg/ha, thapachrni 6500 kg/ha,
rikhwa 5O0O kg/ha (ail irrigated) and 

'-

safed ukhri7600 kg/ha (rainfed). Ail these
figures come from fields in Nagni. .Add to
this facts like no or minimum external
inputs, both in terms of money and materi-
al, and fodder produce and it becomes
clear that the hybrids, the so-called high
yielding varieties, are actually nowhere
near the traditional varieties,', says
Jarhdhari.

Jarhdhari's campaign
Jarhdhari's search for more traditional
seeds continues. He also continues to
spread the message of saving traditional
varieties and to supply (or barter rather)
from his collection in such areas where
these have vanished or are vanishing.
"Save the Seed" is not an institutionalised
campaign, but an informal movement.
When there is relatively little to do on the
farm for Jarhdhari, he visits other villages
to collect seeds, but he also carries leaflets
and reading materials. In informal gather-
ings there, he exchanges farm experiences,
asks definite questions and talks about
saving local seeds. Thus the message
spreads, hopefully with a multiplier effect.

A few months ago, an NGO helped by
renting a room for Jarhdhari to store and
categorise his seeds. But there's no organ-
isation with a formal kind of membership.

Those who have returned to local seeds
and those who support the cause are con-
sidered members. People are free to con-
tact, write-in, send seeds or ask for them.
A meeting end December 1gg3 was
attended by over 300 members, but the
true measure of the campaign,s progress
is in villages around Nagni, where a siead-
ily growing number of farmers are begin-
ning to re-use local seeds.

Farmers see the difference
With Jarhdhari having revived traditional
varieties in his own area, the difference
between these and the hybrids is becom-
ing clearer and stronger. What the older
people in the villages used to nostalgically
lament about is now very much there for
the younger generation to see and feel -
the difference in fodder quality and quan-
tity, the difference in maintenance of soil
quality and fertility, the difference in the
ability of crops to withstand drought-like
conditions, the difference in the certainty of
harvest. And above all, there is an impor-
tant difference in food taste and quality.
These ditferences are steadily stimulating
more and more people to use traditional
varieties.

"But in the end, it is not a matter of just sav-
ing traditional seeds," says Jarhdhari. ,,We
have to save and revive the very principles,
concepts and approaches which, working
in close cooperation with nature, made tra-
ditional agriculture practices sustainable.
We have to make farming in the villages in
Garhwal worthwhile once again.,,

I

Biju Negl, 140/3 Dharampur, Dehra Dun 24OOO1.
India.

"Almost all our tradltiona! cereals had long sbtks, gtving more fodder.,,
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MORE GRASS

IS NOT ENOUGH

F''OR MORE MILK

Co*"rii*orrJ

Sustainable
agriculture is based

on principles sucfi as
diversity and location-

specitic knowledge
and practices.

Chemical inputs are
often not available

and have a negative
impact on the
environment.

Theretore, sustainable
agriculture takes the

optimalisation of local
resources as a

starting point. It builds
upon an information
system that is, in the
first place, directed

towards this.

systems for the exchange of information.
Interestingly, research by Simpson shows
that there are many of such local ways to
exchange information: despite the fact that
Malian farmers have access to many "for-
mal" institutions for their information, they
mainly rely on informal information sourc-
es for innovations. The local exchange
systems often use multiple channels,
ranging from discussions at public places
like centrally located shade trees in the vil-
lage to puppet shows, songs and drama.

Group interaction and consensus in dai-
ly life are mechanisms used by manY
African village communities to process
information and to make decisions. The
system persists, because it works. The
elders'position is often critical here. In any
system of information processing, the prin-
ciple is stepwise advancement of the infor-
mation through "gates", which let them
through or stop them. The elders function
as gatekeepers as well as memory of the
process. One primary purpose of elders is
to minimise conflict in orderto preservethe
community as a functioning, surviving unit.
New information should be conceptualised
in forms familiar and appropriate to
people's way of expression. Proverbs, rid-
dles, tales, or whatever form is customary

should translate the new information into
an appropriate "language".

Outsiders can support local information
exchange by building on these local and
traditional communication systems. This
can be done in various ways with varying
degrees of involvement. Projects can, for
example, use drums, theatre or dance for
awareness raising. Outsiders can support
documenting, to make sure that local
knowledge does not get lost. Additional
means can be provided to the farming
community, for example transport, so that
farmers can have cross visits. More
involvement is needed when outsiders try
to expand or improve local knowledge. An
example can be to develop a system of
farmer extensionists.

Muscle memory
We observe an increased interest within
the sustainable agriculture movement for
ways that encourage local people to
express their views with music or theatre.
Often these ways are more fun and the
message is easier to remember. This may
be attributed to the concept of "muscle
memory". Muscle memory uses repeated
and interrelated patterns in song, dance
and art to impart knowledge. This causes

A new look at information
Wim Hiemstra, Wietse Bruinsma

and Loes Witteveen

Iarmers have accumulated intimate
L knowledge about production Pos-
I sibilities and constraints. They are
"care-takers" of the land and the animals.
Local knowledge is dynamic and informa-
tion from other locations has always been
tested and integrated, if proven useful. Yet,
a lot of local knowledge as well as the
mechanisms for exchange got lost. Still,
there are counterdevelopments, as this
newsletter demonstrates. For example,
Jardhari and his villagers search for tradi-
tional seeds, thereby re-evaluating tradi-
tional principles of a once rich and diversi-
fied agriculture. At many locations, local
knowledge needs to be enriched to meet
the changes in agriculture. This is partly
due to changing environmental conditions
and partly due to the increasing demands
for food as a result of population groMh.

Building on localways
For the further development of sustainable
agriculture, there is a need to revive or
strengthen the traditional communication
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A "good" illustration. Drawing made in a course
on Media Design and Campaign planning

knowledge to be literally "locked into', the
fabric of the bodyimind. We only know how
to ride a bicycle, once the precise patterns
of movement are learned. The memory of
this remalns intact during a whole l ifetime.
This is also known as "pattern learning" as
opposed to "symbol learning', or literacy
(Henderson 1992). Hopefully, the call for
experiences by David Tovar and his music
group Nayjama will receive many reac-
tions.

The majority of instruments for informa-
tion exchange use the writen word.
However, writing and reading is an obsta-
cle for illiterate people. Even the use of car-
toons and illustrations are subject to differ-
ent interpretations. They often use ele-
ments of symbolic learning. According to
Shree Padre, too many writings tend to be
understandable for academics only, using
largon and demonstrating no understand-
ing of farmers' realities. Text producers in
generat are not capable to write in clear
language for farmers. A nice example of'writing simple language' is given by David
Payan.

The role of media
ldeally, learning refers to the translation of
ideas, knowledge and other information
that appeals to our senses. lt is succesful
if we understand the message and if we
are able to reproduce it for our own purpos-
es. The role of media can appeal to other
senses than just the mind. What we feel,
hear, smell and dream can be made more
explicit with media. The conventional
understanding ol media is often limited.
For example, a radio is classified as an
auditive medium. But if music is played, a
listener will probably be able to tell what he
"saw" and even make gestures and mim-
ics to explain it. Even when we are readino
words, what remains are not words or avrl
bols, but a concept of a messaqe.
Therefore, we often try to make use of iiiu-
trations to clarify the message. But it,s not
so easy to produce an illustration that
works. In a training on campaign planning
and media design, participants are asked
to identify important agricultural problems
and to visualise possible solutions in pos-
ters drawings. Often participants, first
reaction is "l'm sorry, I can,t draw,,. But
once this shyness is overcome, a drawing
is made. For example, participants draw i
dead calf explaining the message ',Liver
fluke kil ls yourcalf." This is not l ikelyto lead
to action, because no farmer can identifu
herself with a dead calf. As a result, the
extensionist wil l blame the farmerfor beino
resistant to change. lt's better to make i
drawing that shows a solution. This will
motivate farmers lo act.

Sharing documented information
Outsiders should be aware that the wav
they interact with local people determines
the outcome. Honey Bee, a newsletter
started in India in 1990, collects and
shares the knowledge and skills of farmers
and artisans, while avoiding the potential
hazards of knowledge extraction. As well
as documenting innovations, traditional
practices and beliefs, it actively lobbies for
the protection of the intellectual property
rights of grassroots innovators, by creating
pressure "so that anyone using farmers'
knowledge wil lfeel responsible for sharing
the returns with the innovators in kind,
cash or hono/' (Slim 1993).

Information generated by farmers must
be available at regional resource centres.
There are currently examples of district
level resource centres, planned for in
Kenya and existing in Burkina Faso
(Haramata 1993). Easy access to informa-
tion lowers the barrier for potential users
and is a vital precondition. A reference
centre should also gather external infor-
mation. The available information should
be a mixture: local information validated
and enriched by descriptions of meaning-
ful experiences elsewhere. What goes out
of the reference centre and what should
ideally be an "enriched" version of local
knowledge, can be reabsorbed by the
community or else be passed on to exter-
nat users.

Documenting experiences
Local information exchange is a process
that is difficult to document, because much
information is passed on in an informal
manner. Documenting existing knowledge

Example of a "weak" illustration. you can't see
that someone is responsible for leeding the goat,
so it's hard to identify yourself with the situation.
It would have been better to draw a larmer feeding
the goat. Drawing made in a course on Media
Design and Campaign Planning.

is vital though, because in this way more
people may benefit from it. This is all the
more true in a world where such tradition-
al knowledge is more and more under
pressure of outside technology. As an
African saying goes: "an old man dies... a
book is lost". Making it clearto farmers that
their knowledge counts helps increasing
their self-conf idence.

A first step in the process is gathering
farmers' knowledge and, possibly, adapt-
ing this knowledge in such a form that it is
more widely understandable. This "trans-
lation" does not necessarily imply putting
things in writ ing. lt could imply recording
theatre sessions for wider dissemination,
as is shown by Adoyo, or by making vid-
eos. lt can also imply producing flow charts
together with farmers (Lightfoot 1990) or
diagrams.

Interviewing has developed into a fine
aft and is done in a host of different wavs.
ranging from interviews with individuals to
the whole community. For best results,
training in interviewing techniques is vital.
The documentary aspects (recording,
transcription, translation and presentation)
determines the impact and understanding
of the message (Stim 1993). The Sahel
Oral Histories Project leaned heavilv on
interviews to gather information from eld-
erly Sahelians. The aim was to direcflv
hear how they have survived a period of
unprecedented social and environmental
change. Interestingly, the original goal of
recording indigenous knowledge changed
little by little into a collecting individual
views and priorities. Maybe this is the quin-
tessence: there is no single set of facts and
priorities. Individual perceptions keep their
own value, whether lucid and correct or
inconsistent and contradictory. In one
word: diversity. However nice it mav be to
read their stories, oral traditions cannot be
replaced by the written woro.

Clearly, communication involves more
aspects than relevant and 'serious, infor-
mation. Why not put more emphasis on the
pleasant and esthetic aspects of commu-
nication? Sustainable agriculture as art,
farmers as artists.

I
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The existing market
system for agricu ltural

products does not
consider the pollution

of the environment, nor
does it properly value

farmers' labour. Prices
are often unstable.

Tei-kei is a Japanese
direct-distribution

system for agricu ltural
produce in Japan.

Consumers buy their
food directly trom

organic farmers.
Farmers produce
what consumers

need aN get stable
prices. No shops,

no middlemen.

market price. This is because there are no
shipping and market costs. Taking tums,
consumers pay for transport and invest
time in collecting the products. In this way,
farmers, consumers and the environment
thrive well. The conversion from conven-
tional to organic is olosely related to our
learning the value of these benefits. And
that's also what Tei-kei is about! In this
specific case, farmers and consumers
started "The Society for Reflecting on the
Throwaway Age" in 1973. There are now
1800 members in the Society, including 80
farmers and 10 full-time staf. They estab-
lished a Supply Centre which enables
smooth distribution. The centre is financed
by members'investments and runs like a
workers' collective. Another example of
Tei-kei is the Seikatsu Club. lt involves 11
co-operatives and more than 200,000
households in central and northern Japan
are involved in its activities. They have a
capitalof more than ten billion yen.

After 20 years, "Wakabakai" or "Young
Leaf Society", located in Tokyo, consists ol
several farmers and 300 consumer fami-
lies. Thefarmers delivertheirproducts to a
centrally located farm. The products are
then sorted into lots corresponding to the
clusters of families. Careful records are
kept of the amounts and prices. From
there, consumer families handle distribu-
tion along established routes. At drop-off
points some members of that area divide
the lots into family-sized portions. These
are picked up by individual households.
This sorting work is done on a rotating, vol-
untary basis and involves three or four per-
sons spending afew hours in an afternoon.

Very often the crops that are harvested in
the morning are cooked in the evening!

Mutual understanding
Tei-kei consumers recognise that, since
organic farming depends on nature, it is
highly subject to climatic conditions. The
consumer may not always receive the
desired amount of produce and cannot eat
certain foods out of season. Tei-kei consu-
mers understand that this is the result of
the farmers' efiorts to supply safe food.
Prices are set through direct consultation,
which gives consumers a better chance to
understand the conditions of production.
The fluctuating market price is largely
ignored. Twice a year, a plan is drawn up
concerning what and how much shall be
grown. lf there is no mutual understanding,
the relationship will break down. When a
new member enter the co-operative, the
terms and conditions are carefully
explailed. Some co-operatives have con-
sumer courses on organic farming.
Farmers too gain from their relationships
with consumers. They appreciate their
contribution to the well-being of consu-
mers and overcome the common tenden-
cy to look down upon their job.

History of Tei-kei
Modernisation of Japanese agriculture
was promoted after 1945with dependency
on chemicals and fossil fuel energy, inten-
sification and mono-cropping for commer-
cial purposes. lt resulted in a great crisis:
rural communities were destroyed. Dairy
products were contaminated by chemi-
cals, anti-biotics and the like. The organic

Tei-keir partnership between
farmers and consumers

Koyu Furusawa

I et's take the Sakurai family as an
I example. Their farm is located in
I Ritto district, about 60 km from Kyoto
city in centralJapan. Togetherwith his wife
and parents, Sakurai produces rice on 0.7
hectare, 50 kinds of vegetables and fruits
on 0.6 hectare and he keeps 8Q0 chickens
in an ecological manner. The differentfarm
operations are linked effectively. He fertil-
ises the fields with chicken compost (5
tons/ha) and horse compost (10 tons/ha)
from a Horse Training Centre, nearby his
farm. Most of the harvest is distributed
through TeFkei.

Why is Mr. Sakurai's poultry farm eco-
logical? For example, the roof, made of
zinc, is especially curved to make the air
flow easily. There is an opening in the top
for ventilation. The warm roof makes the
air flow and warms the chickens. On the
floor, 30 cm of fine straw is spread to pro-
duce valuable compost, as the droppings
are mixed into the straw by the chickens
themselves. Young chickens are fed with
wild grassesto make their stomach strong.
While saving human labour, an interde-
pendent relationship is created between
chickens, rice crops and dry field farming.
This way, about 60% of the inputs are self-
supplied, compared to an average20-30"/o
in the case of conventional farmers.

Consumer-run distribution
In the Tei-keisystem, Mr. Sakurai receives
a better price although the price of the
product is only a little bit higher than the
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farming movement emerged as a result of
farmers'concern about the health hazards
and soil deterioration caused by chemical
fertilisers and pesticides. At the same time,
in many cities consumers started to
demand safe food. In 1971, the Japan
Organic Agriculture Association (JOAA)
was established. lt was different from oth-
er concerned consumer movements, as it
tried to create alternatives in the socio-
economic system.

The first oil crisis in 1973 and the subse-
quent low economic growth resulted in an
energy and food crisis. The prices of
imported foods like soybeans and animal
feeds sky-rocketed. During this period,
new views were incoroorated into the Tei-
kei movement such as local consumotion
of locally grown food, regional self-suffi-
ciency, energy self-sufficiency and appro-
priate technology. By the end of the 1 970s,
the JOAA published the "10 Principles of
Tei-kei":
'l . Face-to-face relationships based on

friendship, not business.
2. Planned production based on agree-

ment between farmers and consu-
mers.

3. Non-discriminatory total purchase of
harvested products.

4. Price setting based on mutual benefits.
5. Strengthening exchange pro-

grammes; deepening two-way com-
munication for mutual resoect and
trust.

6. Independent delivery system and man-
agement of self-distribution.

7. Democratic management of each
group.

8 Emphasis on education programmes.
9. Maintain appropriate size of a group.
10. Consistent efforts towards realisation

of ideals.
It is estimated that there are 500 to 1.000
consumers' groups which are connected
with organic producers in the Tei-kei rela-
tionship across the country. Depending on

the way a group is organised, the size var-
ies from less than 10 families to more than
5,000. Each Tei-kei group consists of small
neighbouring parties.

Advantages
The advantages of the Tei-kei system in
the modern society can be summed up in
the following three points:
. Emphasis on relationships. The relation-

ship involves both sides, producers and
consumers come to a mutual agree-
ment. Equality in the producer-consu-
mer relationship can stimulate co-oper-
ative development through this distribu-
tion and communication system. In a
sense, it represents genuine participato-
ry democracy.

. Seeking a fair price. To establish rea-
sonable prices between producers and
consumers, attention should be paid
above all internalising environmental
costs.

. Discovery and creation of variable values
in today's society. The invisible values
and functional aspects of society can be
re-evaluated and created properly under
this system instead of just blindly follow-
ing the current commodity-based soci-
ety and market mechanisms.

Changing l ifestyle
The lifestyle of the consumers within this
particular co-operative relationship has
changed. From the viewpoint of consump-
tion, even if agricultural products cost a lit-
tle bit more, overall lifestyle tends to be
easier. This is because if your healthy diet
suits natural conditions and seasons, you
need not buy anything extra, such as prod-
ucts out of season, junk food and too much
meat. As a result, life may even be cheap-
er. The relationship between the farmers
and consumer groups is not only through
the production or distribution of goods and
sell ing or buying. There is much more com-
munication between producer and consu-

The relationship between the larmerc and consu-
mer grcups is not only through the prcduction or
distribution ol goods and selling or buying.
Various values are learned when consumerc orga-
nise visits to farms, to help the famers,

mer and various values are learned.
Among the consumers, communities are
building, with members of different gener-
ations and social backgrounds sharing
ideas about everyday life. Better methods
of sharing and self-improvement are
developed, from sharing recipes for cook-
ing to exchanging children's clothes and
unwanted items. Consumers organise vis-
its to farms, to help the farmers. For exam-
ple, they use an old barn to establish
together with the producers an agricultural
processing factory to produce pickles or
miso (bean paste). There are examples of
revitalisating local foods and traditional
culture. Some consumer groups borrow a
small area of farm land and use it as a
place for agricultural and environmental
education. Depending on how people
associate and co-operate, Tei-kei otfers
various benefits in addition to just buying
organic agricultural products.

Tei-keifor Asia?
JOAA hosted the first IFOAM Asia meeting
(lnternational Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements), held at Hanno
City in August 1993. Representatives from
13 Asian countries drew uo the "Hanno
Declaration". lt stated: "We strongly urge
farmers and consumers to develop part-
nerships l ike the Japanese community
suppofied agriculture system Tei-kei,
towards ensuring the availability of healthy
food for all and greater food self-reliance."

T

Koyu Furusawa, Mejiro Gakuen Women's College,
Dept. of Science for Living, 4-31-1 Naka OchFai,
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan.
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The interactive power
of puppets and theatre

I ocal and Traditional Communication

I Systems refer to all organised pro-
Icesses of production and exchange
of information managed by rural commu-
nities. Their tools, like traditional theatre,
masks and puppets pedormances, tales,
proverbs, riddles and songs, should be
seen as a cultural and endogenous
response to different community needs for
information, education, social protest and
entertainment. These systems are often
used to solve the confradiction between
the need for change (development) of a
rural community and the need to preserve
its cultural values. After all, these values
ensure that the changes are acceptable by
all social groups of the community.

On the other hand, all communication
processes based on media which are not
created and managed bythe rural commu-
nity themselves, like radio, video and tele-
vision, are not perceived as traditional and
are considered external to the rural com-
munity.

Traditional means of communication are
very rarely taken into consideration by
extension agents and technical staff of
development organisations. They often
ignore the communication process of a
particular ethnic group or rural community:
how the group produces and gets informa-
tion; what media and tools are utilised; and
what role do the "traditional communica-
tors" play. They oversee the communica-
tion network and the exchange channels of
technical and non-technical information
within and outside the communitv.

Interactive power
lf there is interest in local communication
systems, the stress is always on their
manipulative and top-down utilisation.
Unfortunately, the interactive and partici-
patory quality of many traditional commu-
nication tools and media is rarely men-
tioned. Many development communica-
tion specialists and extension workers
think that the simple use of local and tradi-
tional media automatically guarantee
people's participation and the creation of a
good communication channel with rural
people. The problem is not "which one" of
the many communication tools available
should be utilised, but rather "how" the
media selected should be used.

In fact, a critical analysis of the history of
cross-cultural contacts shows that African
communication systems have been used
in the past by Christian missionaries,
Muslim mullahs, colonial rulers and devel-
opment workers to get messages across
and to influence and change rural people's
behaviour. During the last 20-30 years live
drama, puppet theatre and other popular

Local and Traditional
Communication Systems

&ATCS) are rarely taken into
consideration by develop-
ment agents. The author,

working for an FAO commu-
nication programme in Mali,
argues that there is a need

for close collaboration
between development

agents and traditional and
new " rural communicators"
to make optimal use of the
interactive power of L&TCS
to stimulate people's partici-

pation.

Moreno Chiovoloni

and traditional media have been used in a
top-down way, supporting educational
campaigns aiming to convince sedentary
farmers and nomadic livestock people to
adopt new techniques and "modern" val-
ues, to change '\raditional" ways of life. In
this case, traditional media are used much
more as an extension tool than as an inter-
active communication channel.

A different approach is followed by the
traditional story-teller (griotl in Mali. He
spontaneously adapts his own oral style to
the listeners' reactions: the way to tell a
story changes each time. A dialogue takes
place between lhe griot and the public,
which makes it an interactive communica-
tion tool with an important role for the pub-
lic.

Traditional and popular theatre
Very often villagers are made to watch a
pedormance written by somebody from
outside the village and/or played by profes-
sional actors (Epskamp 1989). In most
cases this is a result of an old-fashion
approach, were even a "popular" or "tradi-
tional" play becomes theatre for the peo-
ple, rather than a theatre played with and
by people. Theatre is still seen as an exten-
sion tool, and not as a communication
channel. For example, some extension
workers in Botswana failed to involve peo-
ple as actors in their play and as a result
they "... failed to exploit the problem-solv-
ing potential of popular theatre even
though they succeeded in raising issues in
a lively way. The process remained a top-
down activity controlled by extension work-
ers with only token participation from the
villagers. While the field workers were
responsive to inputs from villagers to prob-

I

lem identification, the way in which the
problems were addressed continued to
reflect their role as brokers of technical ser-
vices and information. Populartheatre had
not transformed neither their field work nor
theirattitudes and thinking ... (Kidd 1982)".

This kind of approach, in itself, is not
always useless, but it is very limited. For
instance, "extension theatre" can give
good results in facilitating a first contact
between a development project and the
rural community. This happened in an
FAO food conservation project in the
Tabora region, Western Tanzania. Field
extension officers were trained in the use
of drama to improve the farmer knowledge
of new storage practices. The evaluation of
the impact of the dramatised presentations
in several villages led to the establishment
of a solid trust between rural community
and the extension officers, but less to an
improvement of farmer skills and knowl-
edge in storage techniques (Golob and
Eisendrath 1990).

People's participation
In contrast, by participating in dramatisa-
tion, villagers themselves showed their
own perspectives of their problems. A
development programme in Nigeria was
established to encourage farmers, espe-
cially women, to re-adopt and to improve
an old indigenous agroforestry method
based on the bush fallow system and alley
farming. In each village the problem iden-
tification stage was followed by a discus-
sion and supported by role-playing of how
problems might be solved. An analysis of
the underlying causes of the problems
developed. This process helped to write a
script for a local theatre village group. lt
contains the farmers' (men and women)
concerns as well as those of the technF
cians, and the possible solutions given by
both. Involving farmers in defining the con-
tents of the drama and in representing it,
make them the "exoerts" in the innovation
process, relegating the technician to the
role of catalyst or facilitator (Cashman
1e91) .

The above process becomes more evi-
dent if we look at Malinke traditional thea-
lre (kote ba) in Mali where music, dance
and speech are joined in one medium. The
separation between actors and public is
often so subtle, that spectators are encour-
aged by the tradition to stop the play, make
comments and ask questions during the
performance.

"Forum theatre"
The participatory approach of African tra-
ditional theatre has been utilised as "forum
theatre" by UNICEF since 1989 for its edu-

i
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cational programme among the Mossi
communities of Burkina Faso. lt has been
played in 15 districts of the country in order
to support the children vaccination cam-
paigns. lf the end of the play does not
match with the public's expectations, the
performance is followed by a discussion
between actors and public. Then the
actors are invited to play again all the dra-
ma or part of it, according to the needs and
the solutions expressed by the audience
(Monison 1993).

The "forum theatre" experience in
Burkina Faso pointed out another interac-
tive quality of the local communication
systems: immediate feed-back from the
audience and their appraisal of a commu-
nication message diffused by a traditional
media. This is rarely possible with mass
media l ike the radio: "... yout radio is a
machine which speaks, but accepts no
reply ..." says a Yoruba farmer (Fiofiori
1 97s).

Puppet theatre
Local and traditional puppet theatre in Mali
is not only used as an entertaining and
educational medium, but also a channel to
promote social and political action inside
and among rural communities. Indeed, it is
also used to voice a criticism towards gov-
ernmental decisions. In the last few years
all across Africa, it has been in strong
demand by women and younger genera-
tions, who wish to fully participate in the
decision-making process at community
level.

In Mali today, a puppet theatre is man-
aged in each village by the association
(fon) of young people (so far mainly men).
They consider puppets to be the best
channelthrough which to exercise an alter-
native power role regarding decisions tak-
en by the community's elders, and yet
remain within the tradition. In the rural
areas of Mali, puppet drama is becoming a
good support to the dynamics of "develop-
ment".

A toolfor conflict solving
In 1989, a field research on local and tradi-
tional communication systems took place
in Mali, aiming to improve the quality of
pedagogical multimedia packages pro-
duced forfarmers. The results showed that
traditional puppet theatre had been used
by the Malinke community of the Bougouni
region to solve internal age-determined
and generation conflicts. The needs and
aspiration to change by the younger gen-
erations - who normally spend part of the
year working in capital cit ies l ike Bamako
or Abidjan - are represented during day-
time performances by puppets (tiefe do\,
which are new characters which they
themselves created. At night time, the per-
formance of "nocturnal puppets" (sufe do)
provide the elders' point of view and
answer to questions and problems raised
by younger people (Chiovoloni 1991). This
mechanism allows younger generations to

communicate their needs and raise their
problems in the presence of the whole
community through an existing and cultu-
rally accepted channel. At the same time,
it is an "alarm bell" for the vil lage's elders.
It helps them to assess the depth and
spread of the demand for change; to
decide on a course of action forthe welfare
of the overall community and, of course, to
maintain their own authority.

Generally speaking, if compared with
popular theatre, a puppet becomes a buf-
fer between performer and audience. The
puppeteer tends to be less censured than
an actor. He "can act out private situations
or struggles between people without
offending the audience - for example fam-
ily planning or human rights. Puppets can
often criticise society in a way that people
cannot always safely do" (Gordon 1986).
Puppets could be utilised to treat delicate
matters of life and social conflict issues
that othenvise would not be treated ooen-
ly by people.

Close collaboration needed
Since 1993, an FAO communication oro-
gramme has collaborated with OAPF, a
para-statal forestry institution in Mali. In the
framework of a multimedia approach,
OAPF used puppet drama to improve the
participation of Bambara villagers in devel-
oping a better beekeeping technology and
discussing sustainable development. The
FAO programme has sought to evaluate

the impact of OAPF's communication
strategy. According to a preliminary evalu-
ation, six months after the last puppet per-
formance, very few persons remembered
the story played. The Bambara farmers
were involved by the drama group only in
a rapid pretesting of puppet characters,
choreography and oral style. The script as
well as the main themes to be oresented
had been decided upon solely by OAPF.
The plays were produced without involving
the local fon and without consulting the
leaders of local communication channels:
the storytellers, blacksmiths, etc.

It appears that the long-term impact of
puppet theatre is most effective when the
script is produced together with the villag-
ers. The best use of local and traditional
media calls for a close collaboration
between technicians and development
communication experts, local leaders and
agents of traditional communication and
the new "rural communicators", like school
teachers and government village anima-
tors. The collaboration is necessary in
defining the contents of the message, the
communication style and media to be
used.

The FAO programme
The establishment of the FAO communi-
cation programme for community forestry
projects has promoted further research in
Mali and Burkina Faso on the same tooic.
It aims to improve the participation by rural
communities in natural resource manage-
ment and to test the use of some local and
traditional media. Development institu-
tions like OAPF have received in-service
training and FAO will prepare guidelines
for training extension services on the inter-
active use of local communication
systems, as well as a video production
entitled "Puppetry for development: a par-
ticipatory experience in Monts
Mandingues Forest".

T

Moreno Chiovoloni, Via Arco di San Callisto. 37.
00153 Rome, ltaly.
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Farm Radio Network
Radio plays a tremendously important role in informing African farmers about
rural livelihood issues. The worldwide Farm Radio Network distributes scripts
on such problems. The author, programme manager for Zimbabwe, writes
about his experiences with the programme.

Livai Matarirano

I ames graduated from an agricultu-
- I ral institute as an extensionist ten
V years ago. He has been stationed in
a remote community in the Mutoko areafor
the past seven years. Today farmers are
gathered underthe tree as usual. They are
waiting for him to bring the agricultural les-
son of the day. James is taking his time
coming for he is asking himself which issue
he will tackle today. He has so often been
talking about the same things in the same
way over the last seven years. He feels he
has nothing new to add and feels bored
with his job. James cannot visit his col-
league who is 60 km away and whom he
would like to exchange experiences with
for he has no means of transoort. He can-
not refresh his memory or get new ideas
about his trade. There is not even a library
he can visit.

James is not alone in his frustration.
Many rural communicators in developing
countries have limited access to informa-
tion which is appropriate for their clients.
But the Farm Radio Network for East and
Southern Africa is trying to fi l l this gap.

What is this Farm Radio Network?
The Network is oart of a worldwide net-
work, the Developing Countries Farm
Radio Network (DCFRN), which is active
in numerous developing countries. lt is a

network without a radio which may be
called more appropriately the Farm
lnformation Network.

The regional netvvork started in July
1992. Participants include broadcasters,
agricultural advisors, extension workers,
agricultural teachers, village health work-
ers, missionaries and librarians. At the
start, only 65 participants were receiving
information packages. Today, one and a
half year later, about 200 participants in 12
different African countries have signed up
for these ready-for-use packages.

How does it work?
Using a simple, broadcast style, we write
about simple technologies to improve agri-
cultural production, nutrition and health of
rural families. The ideas forthe scriots have
been tested in developing countries and
must require as few external inputs as pos-
sible. Particioants use material from the
scriots as a basis for their radio oro-
grammes, teaching lessons, or discussions
with farmers. Participants are free to adapt
and interpret the information packages for
local use. Many scripts are reproduced in
local oublications.

Participants write back
Participants complete and return a ques-
tionnaire, tell ing us which scripts were
most useful, how they used them to reach
their target groups-and which topics we
should write about in future. Particioants
also send material for use in future scripts.

An extension worker (left) and members of the
Chimhanda Radio Listeners' Club in Zimbabwe.
Network scripts are used in many of their pro-
grammes.

Recently, we wrote a script under the
title "Conserve water: Apply water directly
to plant roots, use waste water for irriga-
tion". Alex Kabetereza, an agricultural field
officer in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development in Bukoba.
Tanzania, said: "l was really in need of this
information. lt worked very well. This time
of year, water is scarce. I urge my family
not to throw away any used water. Now my
family keeps used water in a basin. We use
it for watering late in the afternoon." From
Jinja, Uganda, Patrick Ntuyo, who is an
assistant agricultural officer at the Nile
Vocational lnstitute, said: "My area has
two rainy seasons. First there is the major
rainy season with heavy rains, then a short
season of light rains which starts in
September. Now we are in the short rainy
season and it hasn't rained yet. I chose a
few banana plants and I applied this idea
of water conservation. I surrounded each
banana stem with four empty oil cans. I
made holes in the bottom of each can. I
add water to the cans periodically. The
idea has worked miracles. These banana
plants are greener and healthier."

Workshops
Though participants in the Network are
specialists in their respective disciplines,
we realise that communication has not
been part of the training of many of them.
We aim at improving communication skills
so that they communicate better with small
farmers. In 1993, we organised two work-
shops on etfective writing for radio, print
and face-to-face communication for oartic-
ipants in Southern Africa. More workshops
are planned in 1994 for participants from
East Africa.

We realise that the small farmer is in-
genious and there are many working tech-
nologies in the villages. Many of these
technologies are not documented or publi-
cised. Farmers from other villages could
have a use for these tips if only they could
get to know about them. The problem is to
get this information documented, to
present it in a form that is easily under-
stood and to distribute it to the right people.
Presenting the information in a practical,
plain mannerand in shortdoses of "howto"
makes the rural communicators' job more
rewarding and effective. Networking is
important in order to make the information
more widely available. No wonder many of
James'colleagues have applied to receive
packets of scripts from the Farm Radio
Network.

I

Livai Matarirano, Farm Radio Network (East and
Southern Africa), PO Box 308, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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Fair to share larmers'findings
ln Zaire there was recently an agricultural tair where the main purpose was not
to exchange farm products but rather to exchange knowledge. Farmer
researchers met to show and tell each other how they have tound ways to
improve goat-keeping.

Mulume Mapatano ing. This was done in small groups, so that
everyone had a chance to contribute. Then
individuals from the groups told the other
groups the main points and answered their
questions. Some groups made simple
physical models using local materials to
illustrate what they had found out.

Feeds and animal medicines
Particularly detailed information was given
by farmers about the different types of feed
- natural forage, browse, farm byproducts
etc - eaten by goats at different times of the
year, and about special leaves given to
special animals such as pregnant and
milking does. Information was exchanged
about various local methods of detecting
when does are ready for breeding and how
conception can be stimulated.

One farmer brigade has specialised in
veterinary problems. COLUMAPHAR
(COmit6 de LUtte contre les MAladies par
la PHARmacop6e, Committee for Fighting
Disease with Medicines) consists of nine
people who have compiled information
about the most common animal diseases
in the area. They collected herbs, some of
which grow far away, and have dried,
milled and conserved.them in packets.
They displayed samples of herbs they
grew in their own herbal garden in Katana.

Keeping goats in stables intrcduced new activi-
ties: a larmer collects fodder lrcm contou bunds.

I n eastern Zaire,'farmers who want to

I work together to solve a local problem
I in cropping or animal-keeping have
formed small groups called "farmer
research brigades", with the support of the
non-governmental organisation ADI-Kivu
(Action for Rural Development in Kivu).
The aim of each brigade is to gain a better
understanding of a problem they regard as
important, to collect local and outside infor-
mation related to the problem and to devel-
op solutions within their means. They try to
put local resources, including knowledge,
to best use and to use a minimum of exter-
nal resources which cost much time and
money to obtain.

For example, the Katanga Young
Farmers brigade collected information
about how different farmers store beans in
their own and other areas, as well as stor-
age techniques suggested by develop-
ment agents they were able to contact.
They compared these techniques to find
out which ones work best in their own area.

The brigades negotiate with ADI-Kivu to
obtain the support they need to do their
research. This may consist of equipment
such as a magnifying glass, agricultural
inputs to test, means of recording results or
credit for getting started.

Goat information exchange
These farmer brigades doing their own
action-research can become small nodes
of agricultural innovation and communica-
tion. Afterthey have studied a problem and
have found out things that could be useful
for others, the brigades are expected to
publish their results. lt is on this condition
that they receive support from ADI-Kivu.
But how bestto make results public? Ways
are needed to speed up farmer-to-farmer
communication.

ln December 1993, three years after
farmer brigades started their research into
goat-keeping, ADI-Kivu organised an
"agricultural fair" at lkoma, near the Zaire-
Rwanda border. Here, several brigades
from different villages could come together
to show each other what they already know
and have newly found out.

The week-long fair was focused on local
knowledge and innovations in goat-keep-
ing and crop-livestock interactions. The
members of the research brigades and
other farmers from nearby villages
observed and discussed different aspects
of goat breeding, management and feed-

Some of these were not known to other
farmers at the fair, while some farmers
were able to give information that was new
to COLUMAPHAR.

To exchange ideas about crop-livestock
interactions, the participants were divided
into four groups which visited four different
members of the KOLERALUBAGA bri-
gade. They observed where and how the
animals are housed, how the manure is
used and how the animals are fed. The
farmers gave advice to each other, based
on their own experience, such as about
where and how to collect wastes from the
kitchen and goathouse so that these can
be better used in cropping.

Prize-winning goats
During the week, the farmers identified the
criteria important for good goat breeding.
The final day of the fair was devoted to an
exhibition of the farmers' prize goats. A
committee of judges including both farm-
ers and development agents selected the
best four bucks and the best four does.
This was done to find animals which could
be used for breeding to improve the perfor-
mance of the local breed. ADI-Kivu gave
prizes to the owners of the winning ani-
mals: farming handtools and money. The
fair ended in an atmosphere of celebration.

Many sources of ideas
The fair brought together many sources of
information and advice to improve goat
husbandry and crop-livestock linkages.
Besides crop farmers and animal- keep-
ers, also researchers and technicians from
government and NGOs in the Kivu area
attended. But ADI-Kivu made it clear to the
latter that they were expected not to teach
but rather to learn from the farmers and to
contribute complementary information
only after the farmers had shared their own
ideas. For example, technicians added to
the wealth of local knowledge about feed
resources by giving examples of concen-
trated feedstuffs which can be mixed from
local materials.

The agricultural fair at lkoma provided a
forum for farmer-researchers and people
from formal institutes of research and
development to exchange experiences
and innovations and, thus, to enrich each
other's knowledge. Above all, it was a live-
ly and enjoyable event that gave farmer
brigades an opportunity to publish their
research results in a locally-appropriate
way.

T

Mulume Mapatano, ADl.Kivu, BP 230, Cyangugu,
Rwanda, or BP 1 554, Bukavu, Zaire

More intormation about the farmer brigades and the
agricultural fair can be found in the repons "Le savoir
paysan: un reservoir bien plein" and "La foire agricole
d'lkoma" available from ADI-Kivu.
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agricultural change
Farmers in Mali rely on informal
communication channels for
ag ric u ltu ral i n novati on. P rod ucers
with similar production objectives
and opportunities are linked with
Iocally tested and veritied
information.

Brent M. Simpson

Iarmers in a small, wind-blown vil lage
ts in Mali are experimenting and adopt-
I ing a new method otzig-zagseeding
in their peanut fields, alternating sides of
the ridge with each seed pocket. This new
practice minimises moisture competition
between plants, while allowing farmers to
increase their overall seeding rate. The
idea had come f rom a farmer's friend in the
neighbouring village, while the seeds were
obtained from a merchant returning from
Senegal.

Hundreds of kilometres to the south,
neat green rows of upland rice line a small
homegarden plot. For the first time a
mechanical seeder is used. The farmer got
the idea from a friend in a village some 30
kilometres distant. The seeds came from
another acquaintance in a nearby village
and were also planted for the first time, just
to "see how they produce". This manage-
ment practice and variety had spread
quickly through the informal lines of local
communication since the last growing sea-
son. For the majority of farmers in these
unpredictable, often harsh environments,
such informal flows of information and
exchange of genetic material represent
the real lifeblood of technological change.

Formal innovations?
During the course of group and individual
interviews with over 300 Malian farmers

lThe lifeblood of

(Bingen et al 1994), a number of distinct
pathways of communication and
exchange were identified. These path-
ways were found to function most often
along lines of social differentiation, such as
gender, kinship, age, religion and others
The farmers interviewed were located in
communities with established Training-&-
Visit-style extension groups, and were
among those receiving the highest level of
input from the Farming Systems Research
Unit's on-farm trials, as well as other inter-
national, governmental and non-govern-
mental agencies. Nevertheless, even in
these communities, farmers reported that
they were over five times as likely to get
information on agricultural innovations
through "informal" channels than from
those of the "formal" research and exten-
sion systems. Of those responding, wom-
en were more than twice as likely as men
to receive their information from such infor-
mal sources. For men, kinship sources
were closely followed in importance by
friends, neighbours and persons in the
marketplace. Women, with less free time
for socialising, receive most of their infor-
mation through kinship ties and further
from members of their various work
groups.

Under the shade tree
Men most often exchange information
while socialising at public places, such as
the centrally located shade trees and
raised platforms. The marketplace and
communal fields are the next most popular
locations for exchange. Women exchange
information "everywhere" they carry out
their daily chores (at the well, en route to
field, while pounding grain). In addition, as
one farmer responded, "anyone who trav-
els" becomes an important source of new
information and experience.

In examining the source of recently

adopted "improved" and local crop varie-
ties, women and men reported over twice
as many varieties originating from informal
sources than from the research and exten-
sion services. More significantly, farmers
in general considered the informal sources
to be over six times as important as the for-
mal sources for new genetic material. For
several crop species (fonio, millet, rice and
peanuts), virtually all of the newly adopted
varieties were obtained through informal
channels.

Building confidence
In general, of all the components of local
production systems, seeds are the most
frequently exchanged element. This
reflects their relative independence from
the individual management systems in
which they are found, as the same varie-
ties may be used in a number of different
ways. lt also reflects the important role
seeds play as part of a "culture of
exchange", the traditional sharing of varie-
ties between farmers, and within house-
hold economies where occasional cash
sales are relied upon. In contrast, the oth-
er elements of local production systems
are often highly specific to the particular
management conditions under which they
have developed and thus are not as easily
transferred. Practices that can easily be
seen. such as the use of environmental
niches or intercropping arrangements, are
more liable to be rapidly diffused within
local communities than are other less vis-
ible, highly personalised adjustments in
management practices.

Farmers participating in organised
efforts to promote farmer-to-larmer
exchanges reported immediate benefits in
terms of increased knowledge of new
varieties and, more importantly, observed
a rise in self-confidence and curiosity.
Demonstrations and trials established by
research and extension services are much
less effective in this regard. They lack the
confidence-building aspect, and often fail
to fulfil even the simple role of disseminat-
ing new materials. Researchers are often
neither prepared, nor willing to release
new varieties to farmers until the current
trials are finished.

I

Brent M. Simpson is completing his dissertation at
the Dept of Resource Development, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Ml 48824-1222 U54.

Men most often exchange inlomation while
soclalising at publlc places, such as the centrally
Iocated shade trees.
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Nayjama stimutates farming communities to pre-
sent their experiences in "agroecotogica! muiic,,.

Nayiama: search for
harmonious
communication
ln Bolivia, comunidad Nayjama tries to revitarise traditionar ways ot passing onknowredge. Traditionar.an-d contemporary intormation are miGa, inirc tn"tarmers' culturat identity is not violatea.bavia rovar would tike to know aboutyour own experiences in trying out harmonious new ways of informationexchange.

David Tovar

I n Andean communitites, all life is a
I result of the interaction between the
Idescendants of the God Father Sun
(Tata Inti) and the Goddess Mother Earth
(Pacha Mama). Since the beginning of
times, messages have been passed--on
from generation to generation, keeping
values alive eventhough they have beei
modified in the course of time. lt is a well_
known fact that since colonisation times.
the mechanisms of passing on traditionai
knowledge have been severely affected.
But they have not been destroyed: cultural
expressions and practices containing both
ancestral and contemporary information
continue to be of value in the Andean com_
munities. In this way, social groups reactto
the world in which they live.

Traditional technologies recreate and
maintain the cultural identity of rural com_
munities that have survived the influence
of modern technologies. lt's now up to us,
the present generation, to take responsibil_
ity and help revalorising these traditional
technologies in our programmes of tech_
nology innovation and transfer.

The Comunidad Nayjama is a group of
musicians, agronomists, trainers and

young people from the rural communities.
We started to work in 1g75 in the Bolivian
region Chuquisaca, near Sucre. Our name
refers to one of the four most important
gods in the Andean cosmology, Nayjama,
who is the "searcher" for harmonious paths
for all offsprings of Tata Inti and pacha
Mama. We are an informal group who want
to support the revival and diffusion of cul_
tural expressions in the rural communities.

Festivals of communication
Days of communal work (e.g. sowing, har-
vesting) are festival days or fiestas. These
are days of communication, living and
working together and exchanging experi_
ences. Our group begins its activities by
participating in these fiestas, highly
respecting the knowledge and tradition of
the community. This is a time of appren_
ticeship for the members of the group,
because we get to know and learn to play
the instruments and indigenous melodiei
and the mythical stories of the verv local
site and time. ln exhibitions, we showed
these indigenous musical instruments to
rural and urban people. We also docu_
mented pieces of music and performed
these in the communities to feed back and
revalorate the cultural historv.

In 1986, Comunidad Nayjima and sev-

eral farmer groups organised the first cul-
tural festival in Chuquisaca. Farmer musi_
cians came together to exchange different
ways of making music, story telling and
poetry and they presented traditional cloth_
ing. The Comunidad Nayjama recorded
and documented the great variety of these
cultural expressions. 

-Because 
oi the 

"rc-cess of the first festival, others have been
organised in nearby regions, supported by
our group.

Recording knowledge
Our group is now planning another step:
we want to use the music to express local
knowledge and reasoning, identifying and
revitalising traditional agroecological
knowledge and practices. The success of
the festivals made us think of the following
methodology. We will compose musicali
by combining traditional topics and music
with agroecological contents. Then we
hope to meet the local authority of the
Farmers' Federation of Chuquisaca,
explaining our ideas and asking for their
authorisation to realise a festival in the
region. We will invite them to participate
and coordinate common activities.

In the communities, farm families will
participate in preparing the agroecological
resrtvar by discussing and deciding togeth_
er which agricultural issues they want to
integrate in the musical and in what wav
they want to be involved in the realisation
of the festival. In these preparatory meet_
ings, larmer groups will make theiiexpec_
tations and ideas more concrete. A kind of
musical contest will be organised to be
able to win prizes like tools, construction
material or travelling opportunities. In the
final festival all participating communities
will give a presentation of their ,,agroeco_
logical music". The Comunidad Niyjama
will play an important part in recording and
systematising the experiences and giving
a follow-up to the festival by realising conl
crete extension activities.

Call for experiences
We would very much like to get in contact
with other people who are in a similar way
involved in searching new paths of exten_
sion by promoting exchange of experienc_
es, dissemination of information and com_
munication adapted to rural realities and
respecting cultural expressions. We want
to share our experiences, ideas and
visions with you who are, like us, joining
women and men in the Andean rural com_
munities on their tracks between past and
future times.

T

9l)rid _T9var, Comunidad Nayjama, c/o AGRECOL,
CH-21438 Langenbruck, Switzerlan d. Fax +41 62
601640.
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Self-help iournalism
People who have experience aren't writing. Those who write don't have the practical
experience of farming. This in a nutshell is the tragedy of farm journalism in India.

Shree Padre

WiJ,'il**{i.$l"ni#,i?":ii:::
organisations or agricultural departments.
The writers are scientists or "subject mat-
ter specialists". They write what they think
is useful to farmers. Seldom do they both-
er to identify the information needs of the
farmers. Nor do they take pains to meet
farmers and document their experiences
in black and white. Most of the articles that
appear in such journals are run of the mill,
library-borne and of no purpose for the
community for which it is purportedly
intended.

Not based on needs
While writing about a crop, the writer will
explain the suitable temperature range,
soil condition, diseases, pesticides to be
sprayed etc., but never about the actual
marketing prospects or the opinions of the
farmers who have already grown it.
Journalism reouires the writer to have
commitment towards his readers. Even in
the so called "popular" farm magazines,

which are meant for farm readers, you
don't see any concern towards the farm-
ers. They are far from being need based.

Ban technicaljargon!
The scientists and experts find it very diffi-
cult to write without their usual technical
jargons. As one popular feature writer has
put it: "from a layman's point of view,
instead of saying that a particular insect's
egg is 0.25 mm, it is better to say that it is
of the size of the full stop put at the end of
this sentence." The scientist appears to be
helpless to find out easy alternatives and
simple ways of expression for his technical
jargon. Difficult, it may seem, but the only
alternative left to the farmer is to get edu-
cated as to what these usual jargons like
"ppm", "in situ", "clone", "genepool", "ster-
ile", "biodiversity" etc. mean.

Lack of experience
The lack of farming experiences, especial-
ly understanding pains and stage by stage
challenges involved in raising a crop or
maintaining a dairy farm results in exag-
gerated write-ups like "cocoa - the brown
gold", or in statements like "by spending 3
rupees for the mushroom spawn (seeds)

you can get a return of 75 rupees". Many of
our farm writings project half-truths. The
farmer who is attracted by the rosy presen-
tation of half-truth, is left to explore the oth-
er half which is more than often bitter and
frustrating.

This sort of unbalanced, uncommitted
write-ups, written with an eye on academic
credit have lost credibility among farmers.
That's why even if journals which cost 8 or
10 rupees by way of production cost are
offered at an incredibly low (subsidised)
price of 1 rupee, no government farm mag-
azine has a circulation worth mentioning.

Gommunication gap
There is a big communication gap
between farmers amongst themselves,
between the farmer and the outer world
and between the farmer and the govern-
ment. lf there is a revolutionary develop-
ment on the other side of ones fence, say
growing cabbages without chemicals, the
farmer on this side doesn't even get to
know it. When the price of an agricultural
product reaches very high, say tomato
price jumping to Rs. 25, everybody in the
society around thinks that the tomato farm-
er has struckthe goldmine. Nobody knows
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exactly how much he gets and what were
his problems to grow it, why the price has
jumped. When there is drought in a region,
the government gives fertilisers in subsidy
or constructs new roads to "generate
employment", without caring to know
where to apply the ointment to heal the
wound. The media don't gather the farm-
ers public opinion that they need water
conservation projects to solve the crisis,
not new roads. The moot ouestion is: who
is to bell the cat? Naturally it has to be the
farmer, if he cares for his allround sustain-
able development.

A new magazine
lf farm journalism is to be need based and
useful, the best way is this: farmers should
start expressing through their pens. Only
those who wear shoes know where it
pinches. We have made a humble attemot
to translate this objective into implementa-
tion. The idea was this: to encourage and
train farmers to write, drawing from their
field experiences. No theoretical writings.
The yardstick for acceptance of an article
is that how useful or informative - in that
order - it is to the farmer and not who has
written it.

Our association, the All India Arecanut
Growers Association, a 50 year old apolit-
ical farmers' welfare organisation started
publishing "Adike Pathrike" in vernacular
Kannada language.Since the start many
general magazines and dailies reproduce
our stories with due credit. "Adike
Pathrike" is for sustainable agriculture. We
have had stories on biocontrol, vermicom-
posting and a series on successful non-
chemical farmers, to name but a few. The
publication is not a mouth-oiece of the
association. All the editorial board mem-
bers, including me, the honourary editor,
are practising farmers. From writing arti-
cles and editing to publishing and even
selling (we have nearly 200 news agents
spread over 6-7 districts) farmers play the
key role. An experiment which probably
has no parallel in our country.

Getting farmers to write
From the beginning, we believed in the
wisdom and knowledge of our farmers.
There is no dearth of it. We gave this offer:
"if you have something worthwhile about
farming that you want to communicate with
your fellow farmer, feel f ree to write it. Don't
bother about the style. lf there is content,
we will try our best to rewrite and present
it, with your co-operation. We wanted to
see every new development or new crop or
technology or plant varieties, devices,
machine etc. from farmer viewpoint. So
when embryo transfer in cattle started
making news, we had a friend veterinarian
with farming background to describe and
analyse the technology and give an inkling
of how useful it is from an ordinaryfarmer's
viewpoint.

We call this kind of journalism "self-help
journalism". We had a hope that once you

create a platform for farmers to write, arti-
cles would flow like water that flows on
gravity. But that was not to be. We had to
dig borewells each time to get water. After
decades of being taken for granted, farm-
ers are happy to allow others to talk and
write on behalf of them. lt is l ike a oatient
who has fractured one leg. He needs a lot
of physiotherapy to teach his legs walking
before he can resume walking on his own.

Within a few months of starting the mag-
azine, we realised the futi l i ty of pinning our
hopes on known staff journalists, most of
them based in cities or towns, who lack a
clear understanding of farming profession
and its problems. Even some in rural are-
as couldnt otfer new content. Instead of
relying on such sources, we thought it bet-
ter to give some interested farmers a train-
ing of journalism.

A course for writing
So far, we have conducted 3 farm and rural
journalism workshops in 3 districts, in calm
vil lage centres. A lot of pre-planning has
gone into this. First, we called for applica-
tions, a sample write-up on anything farm-
ers feel strongly about. Based on the
answers to our ouestionnaire and their
write-up, the trainees are carefully select-
ed.

Local farmers participate in a series of
preparations, meetings held at village cen-
tres. This convinces them that this is some-
thing very essential for them. They are
requested to host one or two trainees dur-
ing the workshop. This arrangement facili-
tates a dialogue and exchange of farming

The joumalism workshops are held in calm villa-
ge centres. Local famers help in the preparations
and are host to one or two trainees. ln this way,
there is a dialogue between farmer and tninee
and the trainee gets off-class training too.

knowledge between the host and trainee.
In the 4-day workshops, the trainee gets
off-class training too. Apart from dialogue
type lecture sessions on "identification of
subjects", "how to write", "how to improve
your writ ings", "development journalism",
"farm journalism and the environment" etc,
there used to be three writing assign-
ments, followed by evaluation and sugges-
tions for improvement. The last assign-
ment is one where the trainees are taken
to a nearbyfarm. Using the knowledge and
tips they received in the last three days,
they have to interview and collect informa-
tion pedaining to one selected subject
seen in the farm. During night the trainees
write their feature. Next day, it is evaluat-
ed. During the evaluation, one by one,
some trainees are asked to read their arti-
cle aloud. Positive criticism and specific
suggestions are invited from fellow train-
ers. In conclusion the panel of faculties
would give their advice. lf 10 trainees read
their work, all the 25 will get at least 40
good tips.

The effects
Out of 76 trainees divided overthree work-
shops, at least a dozen write often, not only
to our magazine, but to others as well. The
subjects they have selected are such that
it would otheruvise unnoticed by the media.
After the workshop, a trainee could identi-
fy a subject in the "lateral pipe" that was
fast replacing the troublesome "emitters"
in drip irrigation. The success story of a
farmer who has shown that instead of a
pair of bullocks you can very well plough
almost similady by a single bullock was
another local trainee's scoop. In our last 6
years of experience, there were hand-
counts of such sweet successes.

Farmers are like an old box of locked up
wealth of information. Unfortunately, we
ourselves don't know that we have so
much knowledge. Others have made us to
believe that we have to only "hear" and
"read" and that we aren't caoable of "talk-
ing" and "writ ing". lf we, farmers, are able
to come out of this mental block, with the
active co-operation of concerned scien-
tists and an in-depth study of the world
around us, we ourselves can fulfil our infor-
mation needs to a good extent.

All said and done, there is still a weak
point in our undertaking. Though there is
good appreciation from subscribers and
readers, this is not reflected in our balance
sheet. Writing and sharing responsibility
by the beneficiaries is not upto the mark,
making the magazine dependent on the
sacrifice of some.

I

Shree Padre, Adike Pathrike, PO Box No.29, Puttur
(DK), Karnataka, India.
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Lokdulyapav: Balanced earth
Witoon Lianchamroon

ice{ish culture is a traditional farm-
ing system in Thailand. This exam-
ple of integrated Alternative

Agriculture (AA) was embraced some nine
years ago by NGOs and farmers who saw
it as a solution to many rural problems. The
number of integrated farms has steadily
increased ever since. In 1994, with rice
prices falling to their lowest level since 10
years, this system is extremely relevant.
From 1984 to 1993, the Alternative
Agriculture Network, consisting of some
30 NGOs, focused on supporting these
farmers with exchange visits, training and
workshops. ln 1992, the NGOs decided to
focus more on policy issues. An Alternative
Agriculture Fair and Forum was launched.
More than 60 NGOs, universities, govern-
ment agencies and 200 farmers participat-
ed in this event. The Fair was most suc-
cessful, not so much because of the
10,000 people who joined the activities,
but because of the deep underlying sup-
port shown to the movement.

Clean chickens
In today's market economy, people's think-
ing and way of life are almost completely
controlled. Consumers have little freedom
of choice when buying food and merchan-
dise. Industrial adveftising creates a
demand for brand names in the
consumer's mind and gives an ideal but
unfair view of their product. For example,
Charoen Phokapan (CP), Thailand's
biggest agribusiness has launched a new
campaign which portrays poultry raising as
difficult, dirty, polluted and primitive. The
solution is to buy'clean poultry from CP'.
CP does not referto soil degradation prob-
lems caused by large scale corn and cas-
sava necessary to feed the chickens. Nor
to the fact that they control the market of
chicken and pork, giving them the powerto
set a low price. Consequently, small farm-
ers can't maintain their poultry keeping for
the market. Another problem is related to
chemical residues like Landol and hor-
mones in pork and chicken. The farm fam-
ily depends on the consumer for their
income. The strategy of farmer move-
ments has always been to organise them-
selves and to collectively bargain for a
higher price. Many now consider this strat-
egy a failure. Therefore a new strategy is
needed which fosters the cooperation
between the farmer and the concerned
and informed consumer. The benefits of
this new strategy are threefold. First, the
better quality of the organic product will
bring farmers a higher price in direct sales
to the consumer. Second, increased
demand will create a need for more organ-

Thailand contributes considerable
amounts of rice to the world's export

market, but rural livelihoods are
falling apart. Industrialisation forced
farmers to face the feared intestation
of Brown Plant Hoppers in their rice

fields. ln what way can Thai
consumers help farmers to develop

alternative agriculture? A new
magazine started to address

precisely this guestion.

ic farmers. Lastly, the farmer movement
will gain prominence and power from its
alliance with the consumer.

Empowerment of farmers
First published Januayt994, it is the
intention to publish Lokdulyapav bi-month-
ly. lt is meant to strengthen the relations
between farmers and consumers. At
present, 60% of the copies are distributed
to general bookstores, whereas AA
Network members and green shops each
receive 20Y" ol the copies. Although it is
distributed mainly to consumers, the
objective is to help farmers sell their organ-
ic produce, to inform the consumer that
they will get a good and healthy product
and to search for new strategies for
empowerment of farmers into the agro-
policy level. Sixty percent of the articles are
written by farmers, agriculturalists, doctors
and members of the AA Network. Other
articles are produced by editorial staff.
During the annual M Network meeting,
focus and direction will be evaluated.
The magazine consists of three parts:
. Information about AA products and

stores. This section will inform the con-

sumers where to buy AA products. lt is
coordinated by the AA Network
Certification working group to work
towards regulating quality control and
eventually organic certif ication.

. Lessons from organic farms. Here farm-
ers have a chance to introduce them-
selves, their methods and their experi-
ences. This section also promotes a
spiritual relationship between farmers
and farmers and consumers.

. Policy campaign. This is a forum for dis-
seminating information related to AA
suppoft to farms and consumers' rights,
as well as discussing problems such as
agrochemical pollution and ecological
damage.

Sofar, there have been many relations
between farmers and consumers.
Lokdulyapav is to connect those various
relations and activities. But also other
activities are needed like the national
cooperative that just started. I personally
think that the Japanese Tei-kei system is
the best, but the diflerent conditions
between farmers and consumers in
Thailand will bring a different model.

Lokdulyapav differs from other maga-
zines in the sense that it tries to build a new
culture of production and conseruation in
Thailand. Even though only recently
established, the linking of producers and
consumers as well as the concept of an
alternative to the present market economy
makes the magazine popular among
social development workers in Thailand.
Lokdulyapav sees its role as promoting a
new harmonious relationship between
farmer and consumer, balancing body and
soul, man and nature. We hope that it will
grow stronger, thereby giving a voice to the
small farmer and the AA movement.

I

Witoon Llanchamroon, Lokdulyapav,
40/3581 Prachanives 3, Muang, Nonthaburi 1 1 000,
Thailand
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Gommunicating technology
MAKING A LIVESTOCK GUIDE FOR FARMERS

David M. Payan Leiva

I
l

l
t

! n October 1987, we started the produc-

I t ion a "Sanitation Guide,' under the
I responsibility of the regional Ministry of
Agriculture (MIDINRA). The guide was
designed for livestock farmers of a typical
livestock region of Nicaragua. The final
draft was printed in April 1988 with a print
run of 3000 copies. During these six
months of preparation, all problems that
you can think of to happen between a tech-
nical and a communication team came
true. Both teams were jealous, suspicious
and eager to keep their contribution intact,
but at the same time it was clear to us that
this guide would have positive results for
ourtarget group: smallfarmers, just l i terate
and not in the habit of reading.

Weighing a l lwords
The technical team (vets and zootechni-
cians) had only little ideas and knowledge
about the art of communication. We found
it difficult to accept that all their texts could
be changed into simple expressions, with-
out changing their meaning. However, we
were quite conscious about the fact that
the guide was meant for small farmers
without reading experience. These farm-
ers should be able to acquire basic knowl-
edge on animal health to prevent diseases
and to reduce the high consumption of
drugs. Therefore, each and every word
was carefully studied. We discussed the
context, the difficulty of each word and the
complexity of the sentences. lf we did not
come Io an agreement amongst ourteam,
we tested the text with farmers. This work-
ing method took a lot of time and not every-
one understood why we had to exercise
our writing skills so elaboratelv.
Technicians bothering about the way they
write was really something unheard of.

Text criteria
We developed text criteria matching the
educational level of our target group
including:
. the letter (typography) to be used should

be the same as used in literacv courses
for adults.

. to improve legibility we only use com-
mas and full stops. The accent (in
Spanish frequently used) was used as
normal.

. Instead of underlining we used the bold
scriot.

. Capital letters were used in tifles and at
the beginning of a sentence.

. The titles explained the content.

. The sentences had to have an average
size of 12 - 15 words.

. Everv new sentence started on a new

Before he started to work for the
Nicaraguan Ministry of Agriculture,

David Payan had studied zootechnics
in Russia and lectured at the

University Centro Americana. Full of
ideas and with bookloads of scientific

knowledge at hand, however, he
decided that he wanted to work with

farmers. ln this article David
describes the difficult but satisfying
process of technicians learning to

write tor farmers.

GUIA SANITARIA

GANADO BOVINO

PROGRAMA DE PROMOCION CAMPESINA

line. Sentences of more than 20 words had
to be cut into pieces.
. We insisted on using regionally common

words even this seemed strange at first.
. New ortechnical words were introduced

without using synonyms.
. Nouns were repeated frequently e.g.

"An animal with ticks has itch and some-
times its hair falls out. Sometimes it has
an infection in the ears. The animal is
restless and eats little."

. The language used is preferably narra-
tive instead of imperative.

In the beginning, constant repetition of the
noun meant for us just waste of space. lt
took time to step into the shoes of some-
one who hasn't gone to school from early
childhood onwards.

Simple but effective
Once a text was tested and improved, we
checked it again. Strange or difficult words
that we really needed to use were placed
in a glossary at the beginning of the guide.
After elaborating and testing the first chap-
ters, we were able to edit the texts quicker
and better. The worst moment was always
when a text was cut into pieces. For exam-

ple, a text of 8 to 10 sentences was
reduced to just a few lines with words so
simple that it almost seemed like a lack of
respect towards us. Sometimes we doubt-
ed whether we wanted to see our names
printed on the cover because this primary
school book did not suit our technical stat-
us!

Despite these minor details we really felt
happy wherr, at the end of a test ina cooo-
erative farm, Don Gumercindo (63 years)
said that he wanted to join a literacy course
because he wanted to read this ,,book
about cows" by himself.

Production
Production facilities were limited. The text
was set with an electric typewriter, which
gave a good black letter, but did not permit
use of different letter types. We were
helped by a professional drawer to
improve the drawings. While testing the
guide, we found out that our own ,'childlike"

drawings were sometimes more appre-
ciated than the professional "caricatures".
We also found out that some of our life-
cycle drawings were not understood at all.
The covers of the guide were printed off set
on 180 gram coloured paper. The other 76
pages were printed double sided on a
duplicator.

Follow-up
Although the war situation didn,t provide
much opportunities to realise study groups
and other activities, the guide was distrib-
uted throughout the region. The guide was
also frequently used by the regional radio
station. This radio station, aiming at the
rural population, did not have information
on the most common livestock diseases,
prevenlion measures and recommenda-
tions before. We finally felt proud and sat-
isfied about having realised this guide in
the context of empowerment and popular
communication. The evaluation of the pro-
duction process made it very clear that not
only the sanitation guide itself was a con-
crete result of our efforts. We had learned
that our role was not just to write books, but
to translate information, to facilitate
exchange of knowledge between farmers,
the ministry and the rural community as a
whole. Compiling the book together with
the end-users, the farmers. was much
more satisfying than compiling a book
within four walls of a library.

I

David M. Payan Leiva, Tichetkuiten 210,7206 BN
Zutphen, the Netherlands

Guia sanitaria, ECOM, Caracoles Negros, 1/2
c.al.sur, Apdo 51, Juigalpa, Chontales, Nicaragua
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The mirror technique
How to communicate with tarmers in
an optimal manner, gefting their
attention and keeping them
interested? Floice Adoyo explains
how drama was found to be the ideal
vehicle for Kenyan farmers to convey
sensitive messages to each other.

Floice Adoyo

I t is generally recognised that the most
! important aspect of successful rural
I development programmes is how to
work with people in a way that helps them
deal with their own problems. In order to
find out what factors play a role in the use
of trees, some kind of survey must be done
first. The Kenya Woodfuel Development
Programme (KWDP) started with an infor-
mal socio-cultural survey based on com-
munity discussions. These discussions
revealed that trees are planted by men for
timber, poles, frames for building, charcoal
for sale, but never for fuelwood for home
use. Collecting fuelwood is a woman's
responsibility who, according to cultural
traditions, is not allowed to plant trees or
even to cut down olanted trees.

Woodfuel: a sensitive issue
Women are expected to collect fuelwood
from the natural woody biomass. This
resource decreases dramatically as popu-
lation density increases and more bush is
cleared to increase agricultural land. In
Kenya's cultural context, only men can
own land. Trees play a role in land demar-
cation and ownership within the district. In
the event of a dispute on land ownership,
the disoute will be decided in favour of the
person who planted anytrees on that piece
of land. Women are therefore not allowed
to plant trees and a sudden increase of the
role of women in tree planting cannot be
expected. In some areas, it is even a taboo
for a woman to plant a tree. Infraction
means she will become barren. lt is also
believed that certain tree soecies are aller-
gic to women. lf a women were merely to
touch them or carry them, the seedlings
would wither and die.

The dilemma is clear. Problems faced in
fuelwood procurement could not be dis-
cussed with the men as they believed it
was below their status to discuss the issue.
Yet, culturally, women were not allowed to
take part in activities such as tree planting
that would help them solve the problem
they were facing in procuring fuelwood.
One of the objectives of KWDP was to
develop suitable agroforestry extension
approaches and methodologies to deal
with the issue of a sustainable source of
fuelwood.

Facing the mirror
To find a way out of this impossible situ-
ation, the information gathered during the
survey had to be presented to the
community in an effective and acceptable
manner to motivate them to undertake
some positive action. lt was therefore
important to find out how villagers usually
pass on information and how they use it.
Discussions were held with community
members, both individually and in groups.
To get the information, the interviewer had
to create an atmosohere of confidence
between herself and the villagers and to
show them that their practices and knowl-
edge were valuable and could benefit oth-
ers. lt thus became apparent that sensitive
information is never passed on in a
straightforuvard manner but through
songs, dances and plays using poems and
proverbs. The listeners are left to decode
the message for themselves and do some-
thing to change the situation they finds
themselves in. In this way, no offense or
conflict is caused. A mirror is placed before
the person and looking at himself makes
him do something about his situation.

This was found to be a common way of
passing information, traditionally taking
place on special occasions, like during cir-
cumcision time, when the initiates can sing

Sensitive inlomation ls passed on through
songs, dances and plays using poems and prc-
verbs. At the 1990 Agricultural Show in
Kakamega, one ol the KWAP teams pertormed
their theatre and won a prize.

about almost any topic, or during wed-
dings, when the girls from the bride's party
perform songs and dances about any pos-
sible bad behaviour the bridegroom might
have. Other occasions are funerals, the
beginning of the planting season, harvest-
ing time, or encounters with leaders. The
indirect way of communicating avoids hurt-
ing people's feelings or losing one's face.

Traditional approach
This approach is common knowledge. The
message to be passed on is developed by
people who are respected in the commun-
ity and whose advice is usually sought and
accepted by the other villagers. At the
same time, they must have the talent to
present the messages in drama form, like
women group leaders, choir masters, tra-
ditional dance leaders, vil lage headmen,
leaders of drama groups or school teach-
ers.
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The performing groups can have a for-

mal structure or be assembled when the
need arises. First, the problem is identified
and possible solutions are discussed. lf it
is decided that the only way to address the
problem is to place a mirror before the
people (due to its sensitive nature), then
the message to be passed is developed.
This message is then put into drama,
dance, songs and poems and performed
by drama or dance groups. These groups
can be made up of either adult men and
women, youths having left school or
school children and their teachers.
Whichever group one chooses to pass the
message, it must be a respected group
within the community so that the others
can take their messages seriously and not
dismiss them as comedians only entertain-
ing others. The cast has to rehearse to
bring the message out clearly.

Developing popu lar theatre
Based on the community's way of passing
on sensitive information, we developed an
awareness programme to test whetherthe
same approach could be used to pass on
extension messages. The programme
highlighted identified practices that hinder
development. During the test phase, one
drama was developed and shown in differ-
ent parts of the District that had similar
practices, beliefs, values and taboos con-
cerning tree growing (see box). Natural
fuelwood was getting scarce and no
thought had been given to the idea that
certain species of trees could be olanted
for fuelwood. The programme was pre-
sented in the form of popular theatre (dra-
ma, song and dance) which reached all
members of lhe community. This "mirror
technique" was eventually recorded on
film and video to be used mostly as a train-
ing tool in further development and use of
the technique.

The main objective of this approach is to
create a favourable attitude in the general
public towards an extension programme
and thus avoid creating distrust through
not concentrating on individual farmers
and causing strife within the community. In
this case, the approach sought to raise
awareness about fuelwood shortages
being a community problem, affecting both
women and men and needing the partici-
pation of both to be solved. lt also aimed at
increasing women's participation in grow-
ing trees by promoting multipurpose fuel-
wood species which are fast growing. To
obtain this goal, the message in the display

audience should see the seriousness of
the situation, discuss the issues involved
and find appropriate solutions.
Furthermore, to be effective, the mirror
should be developed together with repre-
sentatives from the community. The actors
should come from this same community
and should be people who command
respect so that others take their message
seriously.

Before the drama can be taken for dis-
play to a wider audience, the extensionist
should preview it first with a smaller group
of people from the community who can
give comments on the presentation of the
issues, the credibility of the whole display,
the clarity and the interpretation of the
messages, and the ability of the drama to
motivate people to positive action.

Using the technique
Once the drama is ready, after it has been
previewed and changes have been made,
it can be presented in rallies, field days,
chiefs' meetings, women's group meet-
ings, parents'days in schools, in churches
or anywhere where there is a gathering.
Because the programme is developed
together with the villagers, the capacity is
built within the community to develop their
own role plays, drama, songs and dances
dealing with day-to-day problems. A num-
ber of groups have now developed this

The story in the drama revolves around the
family of Okunyanyi and his wife Eshifindi.
Eshifindi has serious pioblems because of
lack of fuelwood. On the other hand,
Okunyanyi has planted many trees around
his homestead. These are to be used for tim-
ber poles and to be kept as "a live bank" to
be sold in times of need. Eshifindi cannot dis-
cuss her fuelwood problems with her hus-
band Okunyanyi, because men do not con-
cern themselves with such "minor" issues as
collecting fuelwood. Also, for a woman to
admit that she is unable to get fuelwood for
family cooking is tantamount to admitting
that she is unable to take care of her family
and this can be grounds fordivorce. Eshifindi
therefore suffers in silence. She has
exhausted all the natural sources of fuel-
wood from around the farm, the hedges, the
pathways and crop residues such as maize
cobs and stover. Her neighbours will not lend
her any more fuelwood because they are in
the same position. On the other hand,
Okunyanyi wants his food well cooked and
hot water for his bath. He says where
Eshifindi gets fuelwood is not his problem. In
despair Eshifindi is driven to destroy
Okunyanyi's only good chairto use the sticks
as fuelwood. When Okunyanyi discovers
this, a fight starts and the whole village
comes together to discuss the fuelwood
issue. Although the men are blind to the fact,
the women say they have serious problems
in finding fuelwood. The villagers discuss the
issue and possible ways of solving the prob-
lem.

capacity to mirror almost any sensitive top-
ic, such as family planning, nutrit ion and
planting trees.

What happens after the play?
At the end of every show, there is a short
discussion and all kinds of questions are
answered. Having created the awareness
there has to be some follow-up action. The
demand created can be so big that follow-
up without outside support should be
ensured. This is done by training villagers
who can support the groups to execute
actions which result from the sessions.
These persons could be village headmen,
chiefs, women's group leaders, local tree
seed vendors or frontline extension staff.
We give the villagers time and encourage
them to seriously think and discuss about
the problem of fuelwood procurement and
possible solutions. After a week or two we
give assistance to those villagers who feel
that they need to do something about the
situation. The programme often results in
a lot of enthusiasm and pride on the part of
farmers, when they realise that their ideas,
knowledge and capabilities are appreciat-
ed by others.

Limitations
There are a number of constraints that vil-
lagers might face when dealing with this
approach. The actors have to do some
rehearsing before they can stage the play,
to be sure that the message gets across. lf
at the last minute the key actor is not avail-
able, then the group is not able to stage the
play as scheduled. Selection of meeting
places can also create a problem, either
because of transportation or because the
site is not culturally acceptable to all mem-
bers of the society. However, having par-
ticipated in the identification of the prob-
lem, in finding the solutions to it, and imple-
menting the solutions themselves, farmers
are more able to persist in the activity and
overcome any problems as compared to a
situation where an outsider thinks and
plans for them and then expects them to
implement the activities.

I
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I I should be very clear to the audience. lt
I should also be realistic and credible to the
I rest of the community so that they can eas-
I ity identify with it. The setting of the ptay
I should be within their own environment
I and cultural set-up, using minimal means
I so that the community can see it as some-
I thing which is within their reach. The pres-
I entation should be humorous enough to
I allow people to look at themselves and

I lauOh atthemselves. Atthe sametime, the
I
I
I
I
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Motives to start a library
In the first Newsletter of 1993, we published an article by Fr6d6ric Prat,
on his experience in setting up a small library on ecological agriculture.

The reactions to this article were overwhelming. Almost 100 readers asked for
more informatioTr. It appears that the need tor written information is immense.

However, collecting books is one thing, managing information is something else.
ln this articb, Eva Philipps draws attention to some pitlalls and gives us
some aspects to be considered before setting up a documentation centre.

Eva Philipps

I!here is hardly an organisation in the

I world that does not produce and
I need documents of some kind.

Even the smallest Non-Governmental
Organisation (NGO) in remote rural areas
relies on written information in its daily
work. At the same time, it also produces
documents itself, such as project propo-
sals, reports, photographs and extension
material. These documents must be col-
lected, recorded, analysed and stored, as
they constitute and mirror the know-how
and experience of the organisation and its
staff. This information is also likely to be of
interest to other organisations who might
want to know about the exoerience in order
not to duplicate efforts. Documentation
units should serve as a bridge between
various organisations within countries and
regions.

Pooling resources or not?
The need for documentation centres in
rural areas is beyond questioning, if it were
only because there are so few of them, but
that does not automatically mean that
each organisation actually needs to set up
its own documentation unit or library. lt
may be a much better idea to rely, com-
pletely or partially, on betterequipped, bet-
ter stocked libraries of neighbouring
NGOs. Also, various organisations can
make agreements with each other on dif-
ferent collections to establish. In this way,
the limited resources available may be
used in a much better way. Besides,
increased exchanges form a good starting
point for networking activities.

What are the main reasons for organisa-
tions to establish libraries of their own?
. To documentthe internal know-how and

experience of the organisation, not only
for internal but also for external use;

. To collect books and documents on the
specific subject(s) in order to improve
the implementation of projects and activ-
ities;

. To gain and demonstrate power. An
organisation which has easy access to
information is more efficient and effec-
tive and, thus, more powerful than its
competitors and clients;

. To be independent and self-sufficient.
An organisation with easy access to

information is not dependent on the
information policy of other organisa-
tions;

. To create a status symbol: if an organ-
isation has its own library it is usually
regarded as an efficient organisation
with more prestige.

However, I do not want to warn NGOs
against setting up libraries of their own, but
I want to make it clear that it is most impor-
tant to be aware of one's own motives. To
set up a library is quite expensive and it is
even more expensive to maintain a library,
especially in terms of personnel. lt would
be a waste of time and effort to start a
library without being able to maintain the
services because of bad planning or lack
of funds, as this would inevitably lead to
losing the trust and the patronage of the
users. The best way to avoid such mis-
takes is to carefully analyse the motives for
setting up a documentation unit, and also
the existing needs.

Who are the users?
A lot of questions have to be asked to find
out what the library should look like. Are
you aiming the service at internal or exter-
nal users? Do similar information seruices
already exist in this region? ls it possible to
co-operate with other organisations and to
exchange information? Do not forget to
include your own organisation in the list of
the interviewees: why, what for and how
often did your own organisation make use
of the documentation services offered by
other GOs and NGOs in your region and
field of activity? lf not, why didn't you make
use of it?

ls there a habit in your country rather not
to ask others for helo in order not to lose
face? Are persons who ask questions and
thus admit gaps in knowledge regarded as
inferior? When setting up an inquiry ser-
vice for people from outside the organisa-
tion, one should keep in mind that address-
ing inquiries to information centres is
regarded by some people as admitting
their ignorance. We should not underesti-
mate such a fear of losing face when defin-
ing the need for information.

Which information is needed?
What kind of documents would the users
expect to find in your library? lf an organ-
isation is dealing mostly with farmers, the

Vpe of books will differ considerably from
the ones needed for extension workers or
for students. Thus, the content and size of
the collection of a documentation centre
should suit the needs of its users. An
important problem is how to choose the
right information at the right time for the
right person in the right form.

Regardless of its size, any documenta-
tion unit should be able to provide the user
with any type of information about the stu-
died field. This goes well beyond the kind
of documents one traditionally finds in
libraries, such as books, reports, articles,
journals. Information about other resource
centres and organisations in the samefield
is also needed. as well as information
about resource persons in your country or
region or active in your field of study.

Who wi l ldo the work?
Before you start a documentation unit, you
must decide on the staff. Should a trained
documentalist or librarian be employed as
a full-time worker or should a staff member
be assigned to do the job on a part-time
basis? In the first case, lack of knowledge
about the organisation's activities may be
an obstacle. In the latter case, knowledge
of the lield to be documented is available,
but specific documentation knowledge is
not. Training in documentation should
therefore be part of starting up a documen-
tation unit.

Who is going to pay?
Careful budgeting is important, making a
clear distinction between the various types
of costs on the one hand (installation, oper-
ation, acquisition) and on the other hand
sources of income by selling services.
Budgets for new books or periodicals are
often very limited nowadays, but much can
be obtained either for free or on an
exchange basis. Also, it can be worthwhile
to contact potential donors for possible
financing of the documentation activity.
Some sources of income may help to alle-
viate the financial situation: charging for
photocopying, document delivery servic-
es, literature searches, bibliographies on
request, supplying addresses and other
resources.

I

Eva Phif ipps, Eppsteinerstrasse 27, D-6O323
Frankfurt, Germany
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ln 1973 I had the opportunity to con-
duct anthropological fieldwork in a
community of indigenous Tagbanwa
people on the island of Palawan. The
community, which consisted of about
500 people, had recently been forced
out of their ancestral lands in the
north and had only recently settled at
Lamani on the isolated west coast of
Palawan. Here people were attemp-
ting to resume their traditional way ot
life under heavy pressure from log-
ging companies and encroaching set-
tlers from the overpopulated islands
of the Philippines. At the conclusion
ot the fieldwork in 1973 it seemed
obvious to me that something had
to be done to assist the local people
to identity a sustainable development
path. Otherwise, the land pressures
they were under would drive their
once beautifully tuned swidden
agroecosystem into a vicious cycle
of shortening fallows, diminishing
yields, over-i nten s itication a nd
progressive environmental deteriora-
tion.

resolved is a fundamental problem of self-
regulation in all cultural communities.

The basic assumption with which I began
this work was that I could best help my
Tagbanwa f riends meet thei r adaptive chal-
lenges by facilitating access to relevant
technical information. This information
would be generated both within and outside
the local knowledge system. My role as
catalyst would require me to facilitate the
processing of this information through the
various stages of the innovation/adoption
orocess. The aim would be to reach the
point where the local people could make a
fair and adeouate assessment of the
appropriateness of the new technology. At
this point I would withdraw into the back-
ground leaving the local people to exercise
their sovereign right of decision-making in
all matters of livelihood and survival.

I began the work with a number of
exoectations about how information oro-
cessing would progress.
. lnnovation: selected members of the

local community and I would work
together. Each would contribute our
respective knowledge and skills. We
would apply the collected information in
concrete "demonstration experiments".
Eventually we would perfect the technol-
ogies through trial and error.

. Diffusion: the innovation would soread
from the small team by word of mouth to
the community at large. I would "only"
monitor its progress.

. Adoption: news about such a novel activ-
ity could be expected to spread rapidly.

Constraints on innovation
In practice things did not work out quite as
expected. There are not many incentives
to innovation among the Tagbanwa and no
special interest is shown in innovative indi-
viduals. Self-assessment of one's ability to
learn new skills is remarkably low. Working
alongside my Tagbanwa friends I could not
help but notice that there seemed to be an
amazing tolerance for doing things "the
hard way". I found very little evidence of
anything like the "there-must-be-an-easi-
er-way-of-doing-this" reaction that was so
central to my own processes of innovation.
Risk aversive behaviour is another well-
known characteristic of technologically
conservative communities and there was
certainly no lack of it in Lamani.

Outside information
Constraints on the introduction of new
information can be expressed in quite
interesting ways. The Tagbanwa them-
selves might place a high value on an exo-

I nformation const raints
in local communities

INNOVATION AS PLAY - ADOPTION AS WORK

John B. Raintree

I returned to the community in 1975

I armed with a library of "appropriate
I technology" reference materials and a
plan of action for a community-based
Research-and-Development effort focus-
ing on four strategic interuentions: 1) adop-
tion of wet rice cultivation technioues to
supplement the swidden fields, 2) devel-
opment of a locally appropriate windmill
irrigation technology to bring the benefits
of wet rice cultivation to those who lacked
adequate surface water resources, 3)
organic kitchen garden experiments, and
4) exploration of the possibilities for what
later came to be called "agroforestry".

Uphil lstruggle
Eventhough the local Tagbanwa had
asked for my help, I knew I would face an
uphill struggle in attempting to introduce
new technical information into this com-
munity of technologically conseruative
people. I also knew that there were good
reasons for the technological conserva-
tism of the Tagbanwas. The manner in
which the struggle between the two equal-
ly necessary but opposing sides of culture
- the conservative and the innovative - is
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genous technology, for example, motori-
sed double-outriggers for coastwise travel.
Yet, they might still have great difficulty in
making it their own because of a whole set
of cultural defense mechanisms that func-
tion to protect and preserve the embattled
sense of ethnic identity. The most signifi-
cant agricultural example was the deep-
seated resistance to wet rice cultivation.
This was perceived by the Tagbanwa as a
"Bisayan thing" (a settlers thing). To my
knowledge there is not a single swidden
rice-farming group in Southeast Asia
which, living in an environment suitable for
wet rice cultivation, has not adopted rice
paddies when population pressures have
made it imperative to do so. Yet a great deal
of Tagbanwa personal and cultural identity
is tied up in the practice of integral swidden
agriculture. When I first ventured to sugge-
st to make an experimental rice paddy, I
was told in clearterms by one of my co-wor-
kers: "The livelihood of the Tagbanwa is
swidden, no other."
I used tactics to help ease the psychologi-
cal transition of the Tagbanwas. I present-
ed wet rice as complementary to rather
than a replacement for swidden and also
as something that the Tagbanwas might
do even better than the "Bisayans". But by
far the most impoftant factor in the adop-
tion of wet rice cultivation was the opportun-
ity for my co-workers to obtain first hand
experience with the technology through
our demonstration experiments.

Secreted expert information
lmplementing participatory development
paradigms obviously depends on being
able to elicit input of expert information
from within the local knowledge system.
What I found in Lamani was that needed
information was often locked up within the
local system. With numerous constraints
on the internal flow of information, such
information was no more accessible to my
Tagbanwa co-workers than to me. Indeed,
because of my unique status within the
community, it was sometimes more
accessible to me than to them. Secreted
expert knowledge was the most common
form of information lock-up. However,
since the reason for keeping knowledge
secret was in most cases the commercial
advantage it conferred, expert information
could usually be obtained by payment of a
small "honorarium". By creating public
contextsforthetransfer of normally secret-
ed knowledge I was able to unlock and
stimulate the flow of information within the
local community.

Talking or doing?
My co-workers on the local R&D team and
I made a practice of thoroughly discussing
every aspect of the day's work before start-
ing. However, their best ideas about how
to tackle a particular design problem or
implement a particular construction task
were not usually forthcoming until we were
deep into the day's work. This, I believe, is

because there are two kinds of knowledge:
knowledge for talking about and knowl-
edge for doing. Among the Tagbanwa "-
how-to" knowledge is transferred more
often by example than by verbally mediat-
ed instruction. Thus, the reason my co-
workers didn't mention a oarticular tech-
nique during the planning session was not
because they were holding it back but
because they didn't yet have conscious
access to it. "We'll know how to do it when
we're doing it" they would say.

Thus, the best way to convey a request
for a relevant bit of local technical knowl-
edge might not be to ask for it directly but
rather to initiate an activity that creates an
immediate non-verbal demand for such
knowledge. Likewise, it is always advis-
able to demonstrate novel technical ideas
in concrete form (perhaps by using a work-
ing scale-model at first) and not to be too
quick to conclude that an idea has been
rejected until it is clear that the idea has, in
fact, been understood. This is one of the
main arguments for persisting in a demon-
stration experiment long enough to ensure
that the new technology has been given a
fair trial.

Innovation as play
Normal everyday cornmunications among
the Tagbanwa are almost never straightfor-
ward. The culture is known for its use of a
highly oblique form of discourse using par-
ables. Sooh isticated verbal entertainments
of this type are not uncommon. My co-
workers had an attitude of "studied casual-
ness" when otherTagbanwas happened to
pass by the work site and asked us what we
were doing. As I was depending on these
encounters to diffuse knowledge of our
results throughout the community, my tacit
co-workers bothered me a great deal until I
realised that this was only their way of pro-
tecting their involvement in the work, by
reducing the social risk associated with
possible failure. For Tagbanwa people,
about the worst thing that can happen to
you is to be laughed at by your peers.

A typical exchange with an interested
passer-by at the windmill site might go as
follows. "What are you doing there?" "Oh
nothing, just playing." "What are you
making?" "Nothing, just a toy." "lt looks l ike
a funny kind of monkey trap, what is it for?"
"lt has a use." Finally, if the visitor persisted
in showing genuine interest he might even-
tually get an explanation like, "lf you really
wantto know, what lam making here is part
of a machine for causing water to climb up
out of the ground to irrigate a rice paddy for
Uncle here" (the fictive kinship term by
which I was called). lf it got this far there
might then ensue a lively discussion of the
purpose and progress of the windmill R&D
work, but not until the passer-by had dem-
onstrated that he would not laugh at us for
engaging in such an outlandish activity. As
I later came to understand, my co-workers'
behaviour was all oart of an elaborate cul-
tural mechanism, which made it possible

for individuals to exoeriment with new ide-
as and acquire new skills. Such activities
are classified as "play". Children's play
among the Tagbanwa is often a rehearsal
of adult skills. The Tagbanwa word for toy
(buabua) is a diminutive form of the word
for work (buat) and also the word for fruit
(bua). What begins as play is eventually
expected to mature into fruitful work. The
same psycholinguistic framework was
being applied to our windmill R&D work.
Labeling an activity as "just play" removes
it from the sphere of face-losing social risks
associated with "serious business." Once I
had understood the reason why my co-
workers used the word "play" and accord-
ed it its rightful place in my catalytic strate-
gy, the spirit of innovative play suffused the
whole conduct of the R&D project and
greatly enhanced the overall enjoyment
and creative involvement of everyone on
the team. lt also lessened the force of all
constraints mentioned above. I heartily rec-
ommend an attitude of playfulness as a key
element of any strategy for a community-
based approach to technological innova-
tion.

Adoption as work
Innovation is one thing, adoption is
another. Once the playful innovation has
matured into meaningful work, it may then
be compared with competing modes of
work and individuals can make their own
decisions about whether or not to adopt it.
However, until an innovation has received
a fair trial in the minds of the local people,
the catalytic activist is justified in using a
wide range of tactics to assist the innova-
tive side of the culture to overcome the bar-
riers to information processing thrown up
automatically by the conservative side of
the culture to defend itself against change.
Sometimes the only way to survive is to
change, but it is never easy to facilitate
adaptive change in culturally conservative
communities. As a Tagbanwa elder once
put it, "Mind of man not l ike bamboo tube."
You cannot just pour information into it.

T
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I
I Golouring in black and white

Loes Witteveen

I llustrations are used in many situations.
I They can be used for a "one-way con-
I tact" with the receiver like in a poster or
leaflet, to illustrate text or as a support to
learning methods and group dynamics.
Specific methods have been develooed to
use illustrations for awareness-raising, like
the GRAAP method in Africa (Groupe de
receherche et d'Appui pour I'Autopro-
motion Paysanne). The aim is to stimulate
self-development among villagers, accel-
erated by so-called "village facilitators,'.
Villagers become aware of environmental
changes, of consequences of these chang-
es, they see the causes and take action.
On a flannel board illustrations are pasted,
representing situations in past and present
times. The illustrations are "simple', but still
drawn by a skilled illustrator. They stimu-
late discussion. But why not try to include
making illustrations in the process? Some
simple techniques may help to let i l lustra-
tions perform their role in a better wav.

The Enterprise for Rural Communica-
tion (ECOM) in Nicaragua developed
methods for appropriate illustrations. One
of the elements is the "colouring,' of black
and white l ine drawings. This "colouring,,

technique has several advantages. lt's
cheap, simple and easy to understand. A
particular advantage is the possibility to
colour the human skin in all tones between
black and white.

Materials required
! screens
n grue
n paper
n scissors or lay-out knife
I l ight (e.9. dazzle-l ight or l ight under-

neath horizontally placed transparent
glass)

n pencil and various pens

Procedure
. Draw the contours of the object in a size

you need. Use lines for seperate differ-
ent elements, like, for instance, mother
with child wearing clothes and head-
scarf.

. Select an appropriate screen for each
element. Make bold l ines on the screen.
Take care of using the same screen for
the same colour, although it might be in
parts (for instance face and arms)

. Use the light to copy with a pencil the
contours of the screen needed or cut
immediately the required part out of the
screen.

. Stick the screen onto the drawing.

. After f inishing the screening, l ines can
be re-drawn with a darker pen and if nec-
essary details like eyes can be drawn.

You could use screens which are used for

professional graphic work. These screens
are glued on one side. As they are expens-
ive, you can photocopy them and use the
copies. You can also make screens vour-
self.

Advantages
When compared to a l ine drawing, an i l lus-
tration with screens is easier to grasp. The
other advantage of this technique is that
illustrations can be made quite location-
specific. lllustrations can demonstrate the
way the people dress in a certain village or
how specific tools are being used. This
technique is a good alternative, especially
for projects that don't have the means to
hire expensive illustrators.

I

More information:
- Orawing on the artist within: A guide to innova-
tion, invention, imagination and creativity by Betty
Edwards, New York, Simon & Schuster, tggO. tZgO
Avenue of the Americas, New york, Ny 1 0020, USA.
ECOM, Empresa de Communicaciones SA, Mateo
Orozco Contreras, De Caracoles Negros, 1/2 c.al. sur,
Apdo 51, Juigalpa, Chontales, Nicaragua.

GRAAP, 8.P.305, Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso.

Loes Witteveen, International Agricultural College
Larenstein, PO Box 7, 74OO AA Deventer,
Netherlands.
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. JOURNALSo

The Rural Extension Bulletin is
published by the Agricultural
Extension and Rural
Development Dept of the
University of Reading, UK. The
December issue of 1 993 contains
articles on sustainable extension,
research-extension linkages,
Desk-Top Publishing and radio
for rural development. From an
article by Chris Garfofth: "Four
basic principles of extension for
the 1 990s are situation specific-
ity, economic sustainability,
system flexibility and pafticipa-
t ion."
ISSN 0969 6350. AERDD,
University of Reading, 3 Early
Gate, The University,
Whiteknights Road, Reading RG6
2AL, UK. Fax'. +44734261244.

Development Communicalion
Report is a quarterly newsletter
published by the Clearinghouse
on Develooment Communication.
Themes covered include multi-
channel learning, "interactivity",
agricultural communication and
communication and environment.
Apart from articles, the newslet-
ter brings news on books, videos,
conferences and courses.
ISSN 01 92-1 31 2. Clearinghouse
on Development Communication,
1815 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite
600, Arlington VA 22209 USA.
Fax: +1 703 527 4661. Available
free of charge to readers in devel-
oping countries.

Appropriate Informalion
Transfer is the title of a soecial
issue of GATE 2/93 questions,
answers inf ormation. Articles
deal with the work done by docu-
mentation centres, "Do farmers
and advisers soeak the same lan-
guage", comics for development,
liberative p0pular theatre with vil-
lage youth in Indonesia, etc.
Especially the article "Conveying
knowledge in pictures" is interest-
tng.
GATE GTZ. P.0. Box 5180. 65726
Eschborn, Germany.

Learning from each other is the
main subject of the American
iournal of alternative agriculture,
Volume 5, no. 4, 1990. Featuring
also an article from Central
America, this issue mainly shows
that farmer-to-farmer exchanoe

and participatory research is also
necessary in the USA to achieve
sustainable agriculture. A
farmer's perspective is given on
involving farmers in agricultural
researcn.
lnstitute for Alternative
Agriculture, 9200 Edmonston
Road, Greenbelt, MD 20770,
USA.

oBOOKS.

P A N O S

- LlsTElill{G -
FOR A CHA]IGT
ill t:tiltott rtr llulotlttt

tlUS0 51.1il rnd lAUl llt0llPS0ll
(rdilttri4 liturr oli[t titilf.d {6t1065

Listening for a change: oral les-
limony and developmenl edited
by Hugo Slim and Paul
Thompson. 1 993. Panos
Publications, Angel House, 9
White Lion Street, London N1
gPD. UK. UKP 9.95.
This book is a guide to collecting,
interpreting and using oral testi-
mony. The aim is to help develop-
ment workers improve their lis-
tening and learning skills and val-
ue the knowledge, experience and
priorities of local people. With
case studies from all over the
world, it explores different ways
of oral testimony, gives practical
guidelines on methods of collec-
tion, as well as on recording,
transcription and translation, and
information on relevant organisa-
tions and publications.
Recommended !

Development Support
Communication Branch of FAO
issues several oublications in the
field of communication for rural
development like guidelines,
manuals and case studies. These
publications can be obtained by
writing to: DSCB, FAO, Via delle

IF YOU WANT TO KNOvl| I'IORE

Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome,
Italy.

Extension allernatives in lropi-
cal Africa by Jon Moris. '1991.

Agricultural Administration Unit
Occasional Paper No. 7.184 p.
ISBN 0 85003 105 2. Pr ice: t
9.95. Overseas Development
Institute (0Dl), Regent's College,
Regent 's Park, Inner Circle,
London NW1 4NS, UK.
In this powerf ul critique of exten-
sion experience in tropical Af rica,
based on practical experiences,
Jon Moris considers both how far
agricultural research has suc-
ceeded in producing implemen-
table innovations and how they
might best be disseminated. He
analyses the organisational, eco-
nomic and ecological context for
agricultural extension, sets out
alternative organisational forms,

and reviews what can go wrong.
The author looks at essential
management requirements and
methods for involving farmers
and assesses the implications of
the "farming systems research"
and "training and visit"approach-
es to extension reform. He con-
cludes by developing his own
suggestions for improving
Af rican extension performance.
(WB)

The empowermenl ol culture:
development communication
and popular media, edited by A.
Boeren and K. Epskamp. CES0
paperback no. 17. ISBN 90-6443-
1 20-5. CES0, P0 8ox29777 ,
2502 LT The Hague, Netherlands.
15 Articles stressing the impor-
tant which culture plays and
needs to play in developmental
0r0cesses.

.  IEARNING OPPORTUNIT IES.

Gourses on documentation and knowledge lransler. The University
of Edinburgh organises several interesting courses in connection
with inlormation management. 'Publish and develop! A course on
the production of newsletters, annual reports and scientific journals
in developing countries" (25 September - 2 December 1994) aims at
improving publishing skills to counteract the lack of good research
reports, annual reports and newsletters in developing countries.
Much of the information gap in these countries is caused by insuffi-
cient publication expertise, with very negative consequences for
information exchange within and between these countries.
"lndigenous technical knowledge in tropical agricultural develop-
ment: towards sustainable systems" (29 June - 9 September '1994)

studies the creation, communication and storage of indigenous
knowledge. The course also shows how to design interventi0ns that
complement indigenous agricultural methods. Documenting indige-
nous knowledge may help to dam western scientific domination in
developing countries.
Tuition fees, transporl costs and documentation for both courses
amount to approx. t 4,200 (accommodation not included). The
courses are at a graduate level and include use of computers for
database design and desk-top publishing.

Write to: Uniue$ity o1 Edinburgh, UnivEd Technologies Ltd, 1 6, Buccleugh Place,
Edinburgh EHg 0LL, UK. Fax +44 3'l 650 3474.

Larenstein Inlernalional Agriculturcl College in Deventer,
Netherlands, organises a 10-month course titled "training in rural
extension and teaching". After finishing the course, participants will
be able to relate agricultural education and extension to the issue of
rural development, design curricula and programmes that contrib-
ute to rural development and administer curricula and programmes,
selecting appropriate methodologies and media for difierent target
groups. A BSc in Agriculture and three years experience are
required. Costs: appr. Dfl. 8,000 (not including board and lodging).

More information:Larenstein lAC, Dept of lnternational Education, P0 Box 7,
7400 M Deventer. Netherlands. Fax: +31 5700 84608.
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Aboul understanding: ideas and
observalions on cross-cultural
communication, by A Fuglesang.
1982.231 p. tSBN91 Bs2j40g4.
US$ 12.00 Dag Hammarsklotd
Foundation, 0vre Slottsgatan 2,
75220Uppsata, Sweden.
This book could be subtitled ',what
every good development commu-
nicator ought to know".

Thealre of the oppressed by
Augusto Boal, Urizon Boors,
ISBN 0-916354-59-8, i97p. New
York, 1979 is a classic on the use
of theatre for development. The
author draws on ideas similar to
those of Paulo Freire. Technioues
like "sculpture theatre" and,,news-
paper theatre" are oractised in
workshop-like settings and aim at
the empowerment of the audi-
ence.

Planting in the Dust is a one-acr
play of the Land Stewardshlo
Project in the USA. "Annie tooks
out at the dust billowing up from
her neighbour's tractor, and
struggles with a deep sense of
loss. lt 's not just soil to her. lt is
soil that feeds peopte."This play is
evocative, informative and enrer-
taining. In addition to the live oro-
gramme, LSP has a video which
includes 30 minutes discussion
and a script package will soon be
rea0y.
Land Stewardshrp Project, l47Sg
Ostlund Trail North, Marine on St.
Croix, MN 55047, USA.

Traditional ecological knowl-
edge: concepts and cases by JT
lnglis (ed). 1 993. Internationar
Program on Traditional Ecolooical
Knowledge, Canadian Museurir of I
Nature, P0 Box 3443, Station D,
0ttawa, 0ntario, Canada K1 p 6p4: ,
International Development :

, Research Centre (tDRC), p0 Box
, 8500, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
i  K1c  3H9.142 p .  tSBN 0  88936
i 683 7.
, Traditional ecological knowledge
I (or TEK for short) refers to the
, knowledge base acquired by
, indigenous and local peoples over
: the past through direct contact
, with the environment. lt includes
, a detailed knowledge of plants,
: animals, and natural phenomena,
: the development and use of
, appropriate technologies for hunt-
, ing, fishing, trapping, agriculture
: and forestry and a holistic knowl-
, edge which closely resembles the
, approach practised by the science
. of ecology. These proceedings are
; a selection of papers presented
, during an International Workshoo

on Indigenous Knowledge and
Community Based Resource
Management held in Canada in
1 991. The workshop gathered
very diverse participants. There
are many interesting contribu-
tions about the problems encoun-
tered by the Inuit (Eskimos). The
parallels with indigenous peoples
in other regions are striking. (WB)

Nelworking in action: Forestry
extension materials in review
edited by Edwin Shanks. 1992.
Rural Development Forestry
Network paper 14a, Overseas
Development Institute, Regent's i
College, Regent's park, Inner .
Circle, London NW1 4NS, UK. .
112 p.
This paper is a synthesis of over
170 items of forestry extension :
literature. Overallcharacteristics .
of the materials are analysed and :
an annotated bibliography is giv- ,
en. The paper concludes that :
many documents appear to be .
based on a somewhat arbitrarv :
selection of information. The
question of media selection is not
so much that of choosing ,
between different media, but of
finding the best ways of working ,
through a coherent range of :
media. 

I
The Copy Book is a book full of .
copyright-freeillustrationsfor .
development. The book hooes to :
stimulate the increased produc- .
tion of visual materials at local i
level. lt contains line drawinos on '
food, water and health, sheltir, .
work and all kinds of figures and i
comics. lt also gives tips on how :
to use the drawings and how to i

do lettering.
lT Publications, 1mn 0S
Southampton Row, London
WCl B 4HH, UK. Price: f 10.95.

Clip Art for Developmenl is
another collection of copyright-
free illustrations for development,
published by the Department of
Journalism and Mass
Communication at lowa State
University. The publishers

, assembled more than 150 pages
: of line drawings, il lustrating peo-
; ple, farming practices, livestock
, and crops in developing coun-

tr ies. Pr ice: US$ 11.00.

.NETWORKtNGo

Sustainable Agriculture Network in USA
Information management is crucial to the adoption and implementa_
tion of successful sustainable systems. Such systems are character_
ised by the fa.ct that they need much specific kriowledge, specific as
they are for site and existing preconditions. The Sustainabie
Agriculture Network was formed with just this in mind: to herp farm-
ers.and other interested parties find the information they need to
better implement an ecologically benign agriculture andto identifygaps in the information available for reseaichers and extension
agents. Joining a network, whether electronic or not, means partici-
pating in activities: following discussions, providing information
about resources you know of, reporling experiencei.
. The sustainable Agriculture trtetvuorti lsAtrtl is a cooperative effort

of a number of very diverse organisations, frdm academic libraries
to NG0s and farmers' organisations.
. A SAN c_oordinating committee was formed in 1g90 at the request

of the US Sustainable Agricutture Research and Education (SAdE)
programme. This group was asked to develop a plan to improve tireflow of information among the many providers oi information on
sustainable agriculture. Target groups were identified: farmers,
extensi0n services, the Soil Conservation Service, grassroots n0n_pro{it organisations and agriculture consultants. SAN was esrao-
trsned.0n the principle that the process of disseminating information
must be decentralised, participatory and multi_media. iherefore,
they focus on a combination of diffirent forms of publishing, boihprinted and electronic.
. A Sustainable Agriculture Directory ol Experlise _ 1 gg3 tists

resource persons and institutions you can contact for practical
questions.

. A $howcase of Educational Materials is a compilation of practi-
cally-oriented pubrications, incruding audiovisuars, for education-
at purposes and for reference.

. Calendar of Sustainable Agriculture lists meetings and events,
updated bi-monthty.

. Managing Cover Crops profilably is the first of a series of SAN
handbooks.

Further, fact sheets on practical issues are published.
^ .Electronic exchange of information plays an important role within
SAN. lt means you can join a conference group by computer anO
share information about sustainable agriiulture issues and help
answer each others' questions. Through SAN, you can also question
several databases containing, in electronic form, the publications
mentioned and you can check various research ieports of the SAREprogramme and others. The next step is to include more informa_
tion about farmers' experiences.

GabrielA. Hegyes, SAN Coordinator, c/o Alternative Farming Systems Information
g:11ej,lT:391, NarionatAsricutturat Library, j030i aatiri;8tuJ, errtsviile, MD20705-2351, USA.
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KEEP tING
Dung beetles will be rolling up $e themes ogoin. When we publish o Newsleiler on o cerloin lheme,

we hope lhol reoders will digest ii so thot new ideos con emerge" In this section "Keep Rolling" you hove

o chqnce to presenl further informolion obout lhemes highlighted in previous issues,

thus giving still more food for thought ond oction.

In the ILEIA Newsletter on "Cutting back on chemicals", Kevin Kamp and
colleagues explained how lntegrated Pest Management had a positive etfect
on fish production in Bangladesh. In these articles, Brian O'Biordan and
Mohamed Hossein write about further initiatives to increase tish production
in Bangladesh. Both initiatives focus on the poorest of the poor.

Ilhe large deltaic flood plain of

I Bangladesh provides the potential
I for the most oroductive inland fish-

ery in the world and some of the most fer-
tile agricultural land. Fish accounts for
80% of the per capita animal protein sup-
ply, yet current production only supplies 7
kg per year on a per capita basis. This is
roughly 30% of the average per capita fish
consumption in the rest of Asia (Castillo et
al 1991). Even this meagre amount of pro-
tein is unavailable to the poorest of the
poor. Due to the poverty gap between
"haves" and "have nots", 707o of the 1 15
million Bangladeshi suffer energy and pro-
tein deficiency as a daily dietary fact of life.

Pits, not ponds
Traditional production of fish in ponds
accounts for some 1 5-20% of the total fish
catch in Bangladesh. Most ponds are
small (less than 0.25 acres) and growing
f ish is but one of the many activities ponds
are used for. Other uses include domes-
tic water use, washing and inigating the
household vegetable garden. These
ponds, often mistakenly referred to as fish
ponds, are in fact "borrow pits", where
earth has been removed for building the
homestead. These so called "fish ponds"
therefore have many limitations for pro-
ducing fish. In particular, multiple use and
multiple ownership are main constraints.

Traditionally, a variety of local species
were used in ponds, mainly carps, caught
from the wild as spawn (fertilised eggs) or
small f ish (fish of 5-20 mm). One of the
main drawbacks of this source of supply
is that along with the desired fish species
come many undesirable ones - often up to
7Oo/" ol the total.

Modern hatchery
The development of practical hatching
techniques has revolutionised the cultiva-

Towards benefits for the poor
However, many NGOs are adopting alter-
native strategies to minimize the inherent
riskiness of fish culture by undertaking
action research into low-input systems,
low-costtechnology, fast growing species
and alternative management practices
(such as share cropping). In this way, fish
culture is becoming a more certain option
for food production and income for the
poorest. At a recent NGO workshop in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, organised by the
Intermediate Technology Development
Group (ITDG) and the Association of
Development Agencies in Bangladesh
(ADAB), representatives from 17 NGOs
met and committed themselves to pover-
ty focused aquaculture development. The
meeting recommended that NGOs
should focus their efforts on:
. promoting the decentralisation of fish

seed production through the develop-
ment and widespread introduction of
"mini-hatcheries":

. development and dissemination of
low-input systems based more on
organic and inorganic fertilisation and
less on supplementary feeding. Less
emphasis on high production systems
and more emphasis on profit;

. clearer identification and closer work-
ing relationships with the poor;

. closer project performance monitor-
ing;

. assisting and supporting social organ-
isation of the poor.

An important commitment was made to
work more closely together in the future,
to share skills and exoertise and to devel-
op more appropriate training materials,
particularly for illiterate farmers. The
Government of Bangladesh recognised
the important role of NGOs and commit-
ted themselves to closer working rela-
tions with them.

Brian O'Riordan, Intermediate Technology
Development Group UK, Myson House, Railway
Terrace, Rugby, CV21 3HT, U.K.

Beferences
- Castillo S, Kamal HJM and Martin T. 1991.
Aquaculture and fisheries in Bangladesh. CARE
Bangladesh.
- O'Riordan B. 1992. Final report trom the NGO
fishculture workshop "Towards Benefiting the
Poor".Copies available from ITDG UK, 103-105
Southampton Row, London WC1 4HH, U.K.

Low-input fish larming
Brian O'Riordan tion of fish in ponds. Modern techniques

allow for careful breeding and selection of
desired species. Through selective
breeding desirable characteristics can be
selected. Although these techniques
were introduced to Bangladesh over 20
years ago, only in the last 7-10 years
hatchery produced fish have begun to
form a significant proportion of the total
fish seed supply. In many parts of
Bangladesh the stocking requirements
are more or less fully catered for by hatch-
ery produced fish. In other parts, for
instance in the nodhwest, the develop-
ment of hatcheries has been slow and
there is very poor and unreliable supply of
fish fry and fingerlings at village level.
Lack of investment capital, lack of water
during the hatching season, conservative
habits, reliable supplies of wild caughtfish
and hatchery supply from other parts of
the country are some of the main reasons
for this.

With the overfishing of natural water-
ways, increased pollution through over-
use of pesticides and fertilisers, reduction
of waterflows due to damming, increased
water usage and siltation, supplies of wild
caught fish are dwindling.

Fish culture for who?
Although the potential economic and
nutritional benefits from fish culture are
high, it is a relatively high risk activity.
Significant investment is required in
ponds (purchase or leasing), in manage-
ment and purchase of inputs (seed, feed
and fertiliser). The period of dead invest-
ment is relatively long (6-9 months) and
the risks of flooding, disease epidemic,
ponds drying out, poaching or poisoning
are high. In addition markets are fickle
(and debt bondage systems prevail) and
a fair return on the investment is rarely
assured. For these reasons it is often
argued that fish culture is best undertak-
en by the relatively better off.
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FISH CULTURE:

Productivity or Profitability?
Mohammed Mokarrom Hossein

ne of the main trends in fish cul-
ture is towards capital intensive,
high-input, high-yield systems.

Projects have demonstrated that the dis-
semination of the right technology pack-
age in rural Bangladesh could boost cur-
rent pond production levels by 10 fold or
more, from 500 kg/ha/year to more than 5
tonnesiha/year. However, these systems
of relatively high-input fish culture have
been developed under the ideal condi-
tions of research stations where water
supply, quality feed inputs and manage-
ment are not constrained by financial or
resource limitations. However, the fact of
life in rural Bangladesh is that the growing
season may be shortened by ponds dry-
ing out or ovedlooding. Most ponds have
no water exchange facility and are not
drainable. There is also intense competi-
tion for scarce resources. Inputs that nray
enhancefish production in ponds, agricul-
tural residues such as rice husk or oil
seed cake and organic materials such as
cow dung or compost, are also required
for other purposes. This creates season-
al and locational scarcities, and supply
and demand factors keep orices relative-
ly high.

Understanding the merits
Production oriented technology packag-
es for semi-intensive fish farming do not
allow for the fact that in Bangladesh fish
pond farming is mainly a secondary occu-
pation. A general lack of skil l , knowledge,
capital and access to resources means
that most would-be-fish-farmers are
unable to provide allthe necessary inputs
correctly, at the right time, of the right
quality and in the right quantity. Fish farm-
ing is but one of several production and
survival options undefiaken by poor pro-
ducers. Theirdecision to investtheir mea-
gre capital, their t ime, labour and other
resources is based on what they consider
to be the comparative advantages of fish
culture. lt is therefore important to under-
stand the relative merits, as well as the
actual potential of fish culture against oth-
er options (e.9. labouring, chicken rear-
ing, share cropping) before it is promoted.

Comparative research
This analysis led the Rural Enterprise
Project (REP) of the Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Committee (BRAC) to
undertake an action research carp poly-
culture project in 1991. There were two
main objectives:
. to compare the productivity and prof-

itability of fish culture in ponds under 3

different regimes (only pond prepara-
tion; with pond preparation and fertil-
ization; pond preparation, fertilisation
and supplementary feeding).

. to develop an appropriate, manage-
able and profitable system of carp
polyculture for BRAC groups of land-
less and other disadvantaged people.

The experiment was carried out by the
farmers, who received training and tech-
nical support. Regular weekly meetings
were held to discuss progress and prob-
lems at pond level. Monthly meetings
were with all participating farmers, where
they could share experiences and where
the next month's activities were planned.
All ponds were typical "vil lage" or "home-
stead" ponds. They were assumed to
have similar physical and chemical char-
acteristics. None had water exchange
facil it ies and all ponds were multi-use,
used for bathing, clothes washing, etc.
The materials used for supplementary
feeding were purchased locally and, due
to their unprocessed form, their nutrit ion-
al quality was poor.

Set up of the experiments
A total of 12 oonds were selected in 2 of
BRAC's working areas in the District of
Sathkira, Southwest Bangladesh. They
were divided into 3 groups of 4 ponds,
with each regime applied to 4 ponds. The
project was carried out over the period
July 1991 to August 1992. To remove
unwanted species, the ponds were poi-
soned and limed. 7-1 0 days later, an init ial
dosage of 600-1 000 kg/acre of cow dung,
20 kglacre of urea, 10 kg/acre of Triple
Superphosphate (TSP) and 5 kg/acre of
Muriated Potassium (MP) was given. The
ponds were stocked at a rate of 8,400 fin-
gerlings/ha. A mixture of Silver Carp

The profitability of ponds with only fertilisers
applied had maximum returns.

(35%), Catla (15%), Rohu (23%), Mrigal
(18%), Common Carp (6%) and Grass
Carp (3%) was used. Regular dosages ol
an average of 2O-70k1/acre cow dung, 7-
15 kg/acre of urea and 3.5-7.5 kg/acre of
TSP were supplied weekly. Fertilisation
rate varied with temperature, water qual-
ity, soiltype, pond age, etc. Additionally,
the third group of ponds were daily sup-
plied with a mixture of rice bran and oil
cake in a ratio of 1:3 at an initial rate of 5-
6% of total body weight. This was gradu-
ally reduced to 1-1 .5%.

Monthly, the mud on the bottom of the
pond was agitated with a rope to release
harmful gasses. Fortimes peryear, l iming
(25-30 kg/acre) took place. Harvesting
took place 4 months after stocking (15-
2O"/"),3 months afterthe first harvest (15-
20o/") and 2-3 months later all the remain-
ing fish were harvested.

Minimum investment,
maximum return
The ponds under the regime with both
supplementary feed and ferti l iser inputs
produced on average 10% more fish than
the ponds where only fertiliser was
applied and 1257" more fish than the
pond with no inputs. However, its profit-
ability is less than half of that of the pond
with ferti l iser only. The pond with no-input
treatments made a loss. The main reason
cited for this unexpected result is that the
costs of the supplementary feed inputs
are relatively high. Moreover, additional
input costs require increased credit and
thus increased interest payments. In this
regard the ponds where both feed and fer-
tiliser were applied incurred interest pay-
ments 57% higher than the ponds with
applications of only fertiliser.

Given poor producers' lack of capital,
poor access to credit and their lack of
knowledge about modern fish farming
techniques, BRAC recommends that
NGOs and other development agencies
which focus on this group of the popula-
tion adoptthe strategy of low-input but rel-
atively profitable fish farming, rather than
promoting more productive semi-inten-
sive fish culture, which is only marginally
orofitable.

The BRAC project described above is
but one of the several strategic action
research initiatives being implemented by
NGOs in Bangladesh. lt provides but one
example of the many attempts in
Bangladesh to develop technology
options both with and for the poor.

Mohamed Mokarrom Hossein, Rural Enterorise
Project, BRAC,66 Mohakali C.A., Dhaka 12,
Banoladesh.
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Land lenure and deforestation:
interaclions and environmenlal
implications by P Dorner, WC
Thiesenhusen. 1 992. UNRISD
discussion paper no. 34. United
Nations Research lnstitute for
Social Development (UNRISD),
Palais des Nations, CH-121'l
Geneva 10, Switzerland. 44 p.
The UNRISD research pro-
gramme on the Social Dynamics
of Deforestation in Developing
Countries analyses how deforest-
ation processes are generated in
different ecological and socio-
economic settings and how they
affect the livelihoods of different
social groups. This paper exam-
ines the linkages and interactions
between land tenure, on the one
hand, and population dynamics
and human behaviour, on the
other, and analyses how these
together influence deforestation.
Based on several case studies
from Asian and Latin American
countries, the authors conclude
that land tenure issues are often
the fundamental cause for defor-
estation, both in areas where
farmers live permanently and
where migration has taken place:
existing inequalities force small-
holders to marginal areas that do
not allow sustainable tree crop-
ping. African cases reveal to
which point traditional land tenure
systems are under stress as a
result of population growth and
commercialisation of agriculture.
The only way to reverse this
development is to change public
policies that more adequately take
into account the claims of poor
peasants and forest users. (WB)

Plowman's folly. A second look
by EH Faulkner.1943.
Conservation classics. lsland
Press, P0 Box 7, Covelo, CA
95428, USA.161 p.,193 p. ISBN
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NEW

0 933280 43 2 (pbk). US$ 19.95.
The reprint of two classical publi-
cations, originally published in
1 943 and 1 947, respectively. At
the time, they produced an enor-
mous interest in the USA, with the
dust bowlyears stil lfresh in
mind. The author argues that the
deep-cutting mouldboard plough
is resoonsible for much of the soil
erosion in the USA, as it ploughs
under an ever thinner humus
layer. The only agricultural imple-
ment that should have been used
is the shallow disk plough, unless
one deals with soils with very
deep humus layers, say over 30
cm. Faulkner's arguments,
though much discussed, were not
capable of changing America's
agriculture for decades. Only
recently, in times when America's
agricultural system is seriously
menaced, is his message finding
a new audience. Some statements
fonivarded in the oublications
have proved to be wrong (the
effects of burning, to name but
one), but this is to be attributed to
the factor time. The style is narra-
tive and easy to read. A fascinat-
ing book. (WB)

Neem: a lree for solving global
problems: report of an Ad Hoc
Panel ol the Board on Science
and Technology for Internalional
Development, National
Research Council by B0STlD.
1 992. Board on Science and tech-
nology for International
Development (B0STlD), National
Research Council (NRC), 2101
Constitution Avenue, Washington,
DC 2041 8, USA. 1 41 p. ISBN 0
309 04686 6 (pbk). t 1 3.00.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WC1 B 4HH, UK.
A very concise but complete pub-
lication on the many uses of
neem, extending from insect con-
trol, via reforestation and erosion
control, to such unexpected
aspects as birlh control. The orig-
inally Indian tree now grows
throughout the whole tropics and
has proven to be very tough
under ditficult, dry conditions.
Neem's insecticidal properties

work more slowly than is often
the case with synthetic pesticides
and reveal themselves through
phenomena as growth inhibition
and repellency, causing feeding
insects to die from starvation or
moulding failure rather than direct
poisoning. Resistance against
neem may be difficult to attain for
insects as there are many differ-
ent active ingredients in the neem
"cocktail". Despite the large group
of researchers working on neem
at this moment, more proof and
insight stemming from "controlled
experiments" is needed. Neem
could well herald a new genera-
tion of "softe/'pesticides. A new
addition to B0STID's original
well-written series of oublications
on unconventional scientific and
technological issues and, as
always, written in simple, clear
language. (WB)

Last oasis: lacing water scarcity
by S Postel. 1 992. Environmental
Alert Series. Worldwatch I nstitute,
1 776 Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036,
USA.239 p. ISBN 0 393 30961 4.
us$ 9.95.
Calls the attention to our wrong
attitude towards water utilisation.
Years of wasting and mismanage-
ment of water resources have led
to ever increasing water scarcity.
The signs of this alarming situ-
ation are rapidly becoming appar-
ent. In the recent past, this state
of affairs has often gone unno-
ticed, as engineering projects
depleting groundwater sources

created an illusion of plenty. The
book explains in detailwhich
technologies, mainly small-scale,
are available to reduce our water
consumption signif icantly, substi-
tuting the large outdated
schemes. There is much to be
gained, especially in agriculture,
responsible for 65 percent of the
world's water consumption. A
reduction would both be benefi-
cial for direct scarcity conse-
quences and for easing potential
international conflicts. lt is sur-
prising to notice that the major
energy economies of the last
decades have not been achieved
in the case of water. The reason
for this lies not so much in the
lack of available technology but in
the gross underpricing of water,
born out of a false feeling of limit-
lessness. Water is only a renew-
able resource if we resoect the
ecological processes that main-
tain and give stability to the water
cycle. As Benjamin Franklin wrote:
'When the well is dry, we know
the value of wate/'. (WB)

Smallholders, householders:
farm lamilies and the ecology ol
intensive, sustainable agricul-
ture by R McC Netting. 1993.
Stanford University Press,
Stanford, California 94305-2235,
USA. 389 p. ISBN 0 8047 2061 4
(pbk). US$ 16.95.
An interesting book describing
and defending smallholder agri-
culture. The author argues that
efficiency and productivity of tra-
ditional small-scale agriculture is
underestimated, in terms of ener-
gy demand and conservation of
the resource base. The book is full
of detailed information about
incentives on the basis of which
farmers make choices. Numerous
resou rce conservation practices
are described. lt is heartening to
note that no dividing line is drawn
between northern and southern
agriculture. One realises once
more how much agricultural
systems all over the world have in
common. There is an interesting
chapter on labour aspects, a key
element in decision making. Also
much attention for farmers' views
on managing common property
production factors, such as graz-
ing land, forests, marshes and
irrigation systems, so vital for the
smallholder. (WB)

The indigenous lermented loods
ol the Sudan: a study in African
food and nulrition by HA Dirar.
1 993. CAB International,



Publications Deparlment,
Wallingford, 0xon 0X10 BDE, UK.
542 p. ISBN 0 851 98 8S8 X. I
55.00.
A standard work and oriced
accordingly. Sudan prides itself
with an unusually high numoer
of fermented foodstuffs, the prep-
aration of which goes back to
ancient times. These foods are of
a varied nature which could imolv
Sudan has long been a centre foi
their spread. Most of the foods
are of a true black African origin,
well established before the arrival
of lslam culture. Fermented foods
have a number of advantages the
most obvious of which is preser-
vation. There are extremely
detailed chapters on food technol-
ogy, paftly using a classification
given by the native people who
developed these foods and who
consume them regularly: staples,
sauces and relishes for the sta-
ples, beers and other alcoholic
drinks and finally, food for special
occasions, such as weddings,
male circumcisions, Ramadan
and travelling. Also described are
ways of fermenting dairy prod-
ucts, fish products, meat proo-
ucts, and flavours and substi-
tutes. Collecting the information
at the source has taken the author
over six years and the result is
impressive. (WB)

Farming in nature's image: an
ecological approach to agricul-
ture by JD Soute, JK piper. 1 992.
lsland Press, P0 Box Z, Covelo
CA 95428, USA. 286 p. |SBN 0
933280 88 2 (pbk). US$ 19.95.
I n the first half of the book the
authors analyse why there is a
need for ecologically sound agri-
culture and, though very briefly,
discuss experiences with ano
benefits of "nature like" agricul-
ture. The book really becomes
interesting when the authors start
to write about the research of "The
Land Institute" which specif ically
deals with developing agriculture
modeled on native North
American prairie. In this ecosys-
tem model natural perennial
grasses are replaced by perennial
seed crops for human consumD-
tion. Basic questions the researcn
is dealing with are: seed yields of
perennials; overyielding in peren-
nial polyculture; internal supply of
fertility; management of weeds,
pests and plant pathogens.
Though the research is an insorr-
ing approach which provides
hope for future success, a lot of
work stil l remains to be done. A

book for people interested rn new
concepts in research on agricul-
ture. (CR)

Gultivating knowledge: genetic
diversity, larmer experimenla-
lion and crop research by W de
Boef, K Amanor, K Wellard with A
Bebbington. 1 993. Intermediate
Technology Pubtications (tTp),
1 03-1 05 Southampton Row,
London WC1 B 4HH, UK. 206 p.
ISBN 1 85339 20a 9 (pbk).
Reflects findings from an ongoing
programme of community-level
crop development and biodiver
sity conservation. This book
presents a number of case studies
that were originally presented
during a seminar held in
Zimbabwe in 1993. The case
studies examine the impoftance
of local knowledge, documenting
new approaches and methodolo-
gies which have been develooed
for building linkages between
farmers and researchers. The
cases also dealwith policy issues
in relation to the expansion of
agribusiness and its effect on
small-scale farmers. lt is becom-
Ing more and more apparent that
the local crop variety in the South
is seriously threatened by the pro-
motion of modern varieties orom-
ising higher yields. The book con-
tains a wealth of interesting infor-
mation, but, due to the level of
abstraction, addresses primarily
the academic community. (WB)

Tending the earth: traditional.
suslainable agriculture in lndia
by W Pereira. 1 993. Centre for
Holistic Studies (CHS),
Maharashtra Prabodhan Seva
Mandal, 79 Carler Road, Bandra,
Bombay 400 050, India. 317 p.
ISBN 81 85861 00 6. Earthcare
Books,2 Anand, 17 Carmichael
Road, Bombay 400 026, India.
The book starts with comparing
the traditional cosmovision of
Indian farmers and the practices
of self-reliant communities with
the Western economic vision,
agricultural practices and fooo
habits and with putting these dif-
ferent visions in the perspective of
sustainability. The main part of
the book, however, deals with tra-

IN

ditional farming systems, prac-
tices for the cultivation of soecific
crops, rice and cotton, water
management, soil feftility, pest
management and animal hus-
bandry. The author stresses the
point it is far more important to
preserve the culture that supports
sustainable agriculture, rather
than merely collecting traditional
knowledge. Pereira is rather pes-
simistic about the chance to reach
this objective. The book is a valu-
able contribution to making infor-
mati0n on traditional agriculture
as laid down in old manuscriots.
accessible to the wider public.
(CR)

From lhe ground up: rethinking
industrial agriculture by p
Goering, H Norberg-Hodge,
J Page. 1993. International
Society for Ecology and Culture
(ISEC), The Ladakh project, 21
Victoria Square, Clifton, Bristol,
BS8 4ES, UK. 120 O. ISBN O
85649224 9 (pbk). US$ 17.50.
Zed Books,57 Caledonian Road,
London N1 gBU, UK.
Another publication criticising
industrial agriculture and presenl
ing the quest for alternatives in
the temperate as well as the trooi-
cal zone. The book is easy to reao
and serves well as a first introduc-

tion in the subject. In the first parl
-predictable- aspects are high-
lighted such as hybridised seeds,
chemical fertil isers, pesticides,
animal husbandry, agricultural

mechanisation and biotechnology.
In the second part of the book, the
"new agriculture is studied. The
same tssues as mentioned above,
are studied from an ecological
point of view. There is nothing
new about this type of farming, of
course. As the authors say: "we
have a lot to learn from the oast',.
Addresses of Western support
organisations involved in develoo-
ment of sustainable agriculture
are included. (CRA/VB)

Participatory development of
agricultural innovalions: proce-
dures and methods of on-farm
research by J Werner. '1993.
Schriftenreihe der GTZ no.234.
German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ), P0 Box 5180,
D-6236 Eschborn '1, Germany;
Swiss Development Cooperation
(SDC), CH-3003 Bern,
Switzerland. 251 p. |SBN 3 88085
4e2 0 (pbk).
A considerably revised version of
Kurt Steiner's handbook about
0n-Farm Experimentation. This
book promotes farmers' partici-
pati0n in researchers' activities,
but also refers to forms of partici-
patory research which strengthen
farmers' own ability to analyse
problems and test Dotentia
rmprovements themselves. The
focus is on experimentation with
crops rather than animals and on
farm plots ratherthan systems of
farming or landuse. The principles
and process of on-farm research
are discussed, and useful guide-
lines are given for designing and
implementing on-farm trials ano
for communicating with farmers.
More attention is given to gaining
"s0ft"data and farmers' views
than in the earlier book, including
R RA/PRA (rapid/partici patory
rural appraisal) techniques, but a
large part is still devoted to
obtaining and analysing quantita-
tive data. The book is structureo
to facilitate finding solutions to
problems often encountered bv
on-farm research proiects, bufthe
frequent repetitions and poor edit-
Ing are sometimes irritating.
Several practical examples are
given of on-farm trials and of how
tools for involving farmers in
them have been applied. The
guide is most suitable for
researchers within rural develoo-
ment programmes and represents
an important further step of bilat
eral development agencies toward
farmer-oriented adaptive
research. (AWB)
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,VEV(E
regular TroTr course for people
who have Sustainabe Agriculture
training as their major task within
their organisation and to compile
training materials for wider dis-
simination. lf you are interested to
participate in or contribute to this
programme, please contact Scott
Killough, llRR, Silang, Cavite
4118, Phi l ippines, Fax: +63 969
9937, E-mail iirr@phil.gn.apc.org.

0uestion-and-Answer
Services
EULEISA, the Network for Europe-
based organisations on sustain-
able agriculture in the South,
organised a workshop to study
northern-based 0uestion-and-
Answer services on this subiect.
The workshop brought together
people from various European
organisations offering similar
information services, often with
little knowledge of what others are
doing and what particular
strengths they have. lt was real-
ised by all participants that insuffi-
cient attention was given to con-
cerns of how to strengthen (and
f inance ! ) southern-based informa-
tion services and how to increase
referral of ouestions to them. lt is
hoped that the discussions started
here will be continued in future
joint activities and meetings of
northern-based QASs, also
together with representatives f rom
southern-based information cen-
tres. We are eager to exchange
experiences with you if your
organisation runs such a service.
What are the contraints do you
face? How can nofthern QASs be
of help? We already compiled a
list of QASs that we know of, but
we would like to exoand this list.
Please send us information on
your 0AS, in return we can send
you the overview we already
made. Reactions to: Andreas
Hofmann. EULEISA. c/o AGRE-
C0L, 0ekozentrum, CH-4438
Langenbruck, Switzerland. Fax:
+41 62 601640.

KlOF starts
inlormation cenlre
Kl0F, the Kenya lnstitute for

Grassroot indicators
Last October, Bertus Haverkort
took part in a workshop on
"Grassroot indicators for sustain-
able and equitable development",
organised by IDRC in Ottawa,
Canada. Conventional indicators
are formulated by scientists and
statistics experts using formal
data of local and higher leve,.
Grassroot indicators are formulat-
ed by individuals, households and
communities, using their indige-
nous knowledge and own criteria
and systems of observation and
measuring. Grassroot indicators
are of particular interest in early
signals of ecosystem stress or
change, community adaptation to
social and environmental change.
Methods need to be elaborated to
be able to use grassrools indica-
tors at all levels of decision mak-
ing. Forfufther information please
contact Danna Leaman, ENR/-
IDRC. P0 Box 8500 Ottawa.
0ntario, Canada.

New project phase
for ILEIA loreseen
At present ILEIA is in an interme-
diary funding phase. 0ur funds
from the Netherlands Foreign
Ministry for the years 1989-1 993
are exhausted and we are awaiting
a -hopefully favourable- decision
of this donor for the coming five
year. The results of an external
evaluation were generally positive,
but also indicated that that ILEIA
should put more emphasis on the
collection and assessment of
quantitative data on the effects of
LEISA techniques in different eco-
logical environments. lt is there-
fore suggested that during the
next project phase ILEIA will pay
extra attention to the scientific val-
idation of its publications and
become involved in oractical field-
work and data collection in a num-
ber of ecological zones in tropical
countries. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is presently processing the
project proposal and we hope to
inform you about the details of our
future activities in one of the next
rssues.

Training of Trainers
l lRR in the Philippines has taken
the initiative with ETC Foundation
in the Netherlands for a new oro-
gramme for Training of Trainers
(TroTr) in Sustainble Agriculture.
This programme hopes to bring
together experiences from differ-
ent parts of the world, to develop a

0rganic Farming, trains Kenyan
farmers on organic farming tech-
niques. Now that these training
sessions are well-established,
Kl0F felt the need to back up this
activity with a reference centre.
The centre will cater farmers and
extensionists in Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania. ILEIA will provide
backstopping to its set-up and
management until 1997. To start
with, ILEIA s documentalist
Wietse Bruinsma visited Kl0F in
December 1 993 to study the exist-
ing library infrastructure and col-
lection and discuss with Kl0F staff
how to continue. ltems discussed
were target groups, library users'
needs, collection profile, library
budget, staff training and general
recommendations for manage-
ment of the library. We were con-
vinced that growth and improve-
ment of KlOF's information servic-
es should be a gradual, or even
organic process. The task now at
hand is to make it more widely
known that the library is expand-
ing to a regional reference centre.
Publicity is sought in KlOF's
newsletter and other oublications.
A catalogue of publications will be
available at Kl0F. A 0uestion-and-
Answer service couoled to a docu-
ment delivery system will be set
up. A register of resource persons
and institutions in the region
active in the field of organic farm-
ing are to be published this year.

Writeto:KIOF, Miss Mercy Kamanja,
Librarian, P0 Box 34972, Nairobi, Kenya.

Contributions
Reghunath P & Suja G. Control
lesser bandicoots. (2pp). A prac-
tical afticle on the control of a
major problem in paddy cultiva-
tion in Kerala, India.

Mclnnes S. Suriosnato coconut
products. (4pp). An "after-the-har-
vest" afiicle describing the suc-
cesses and failures of the
Surjosnato project, dealing with
processing and marketing of
coconut products by head-of-
household women. Surjosnato is
one of the most successful pro-

jects organised by the Mennonite
Central Committee Job Creation
Program in Bangladesh.

Kattel, GR. Indigenous agricultu-
raltechnology in Nepal. Will i l
ever be applicable? (12 pp). The
article describes a wide variety of
traditional techniques, ranging
from crop and livestock produc-
tion to tool preparation and mar-
keting.

Rai K. Use ol the indigenous
methods and techniques for pest
control in Nepal. (5pp). Another
article dealing with traditional
technioues but more focused on
control of insect oests.

Ryan F. Palm trees forsugar and
livelihood. (6pp). A traditional
source of sugar is discussed
which, due to ricing prices of cane
sugar, is being promoted again in
South India.
Sandhya SP. Home-level food
processing lor sale storage and
savings. (12pp). In Kerala, South
India, traditional food preservation
techniques are stil lwidely used.
These techniques make it possible
to use many different vegetables
and fruits year round. The article
describes the main technioues.

Upcoming lssues
The second issue for 1 994 deals
with sustainability at the level o{
the landscaoe: the catchment or
watershed (in ecologicalterms) or
the community or ethnic area (in
sociological terms). Preparations
are already well on their way.
lssue number three will deal with
"ootimal use of resource flows".
How can agricultural production
be increased by recycling and effi-
cient use of the available resource
flows while maintaining or
enhancing sustainability? More
detailed information can be
obtained from lLEIA. Deadline for
contributions to this issue is 15
May'1994. The fourth issue will
take a look at "Farming at Close
Quarters": how people manage to
produce food and generate
income when they have access to
little or no land. Particular atten-
tion will be paid to intensive, inte-
grated production of crops, trees
and animals, including aquatic
ones like fish, not only in rural
home gardens but also in towns
and cities. Please send your con-
tributions by 1 September 1994.
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This poge is open for conhibufions from reoders. lf you wish b osk odvice from other reoders,
or if you wish io onnounce o workshop or hoining course or if you iust wont io reoct on orticles
thot oppeored in fte t[ElA newslefirer or other hot news items reloted b susfroinoble ogriculture,

pleose write. We moy hove tro shod,en submitted conhibutions.

Both Green Revolution and organic farming have great merits when
viewed in terms 0f their economies, but not in termi of the rural farmers
welfare. Neither should be advocated as the solution for the rural farmer's
needs and problems. The farmer should be setJree and borrowfrom
either side if that will guanranlee his survival, the bottom line being the
productivity limits of his resource base. My view is that our indigenous
agriculture was ideally LElsA. They have scientific components which we
can seek and exploit to help farmers. I somehow believe that this is the
experience that emerged from the ILEIA project. Farmers surprised scien-
tists with their farming ingenuity and innovative mind. However, no scren-
tific breakthrough surfaced to help the rural farmers.
As the farmer from Centrat Java put it (lLE|A 2/93): ,,Since I attend the
IPM Farmer Field School, I know how to investigaie my crops. I do not
panic anymore when I discover pest probrems in the fi-erd." lt is this peace
of mind (provision of knowledge) we larmers need. To me this is the
missing link in LEtSA.

Michael Niar Kibue, small-scale farmer, c/0 p0 Box 62g02, Nairobi, Kenya.

research in the area of LEISA. lt will not only take a long time to identify
LEISA techniques such as indigenous varieties, but also to introduce
them to the people. To encourage LEISA means high level of extension
inputs and even provision of financial benefits t0 the small oroducer
before he stans adoption. Also LEISA involves group farming, but in
today's societies, farming is becoming an individual businesi. 0ur con_
clusion is that although LEIsA can be successfully adopted on small-scale
farming with annual crops, it requires a great deal of efforts and a strong
commitment on the paft of governments and a very high level of interna_
tional cooperation to make progress in LEISA. Hence, its adoption by a
significant fraction of the farming population is not feasible given the
present political and socio-economic environment.

Anura S. Widanapalhirana, SCoR project (Shared C0ntrol 0f Natural Resources), 1 07,
Havelock Rd, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka.

We recently subscribed to the ILEIA journal, and are quite impressed
with it. I am writing to inquire of any information you or ILEIA subscrib_
ers may have about non-chemical methods of bird control. 0ur agency
work! 4]IlhgLUlanlSgqr.e gf whom grow miilet or sorghum. Inlhis'

mote non-chemical crop protection (e.g. methodology, resea
farmers, training). The results of the survey strall lead to folls

AGRECOI is conducting a written survey on the involvement of NG0s in
non-chemical crop protection. Special emphasis is put on research with son, villages f their harvest to the soeciesfarmers and the need identification of NG0s to use this instrument to Quelea quelea, or"mange-mil". lpM me been taught to several

were qul against the
away (entire

-up activ-
ities. Anyone who feels he or she can contribute can
naire from AGRECOL. , ano ting nest-

Wdle to: AGREC0L, lrene Tar.iber, CH-4438 Langenbruck IS also tried
the birds,

The number of farmers who adopt LE still a I would like to find out if anyone thethan 1%). There are several reasons torfris. lem, and if there are any other methods or not)as the international nave proven successful. Any information would bepositive sta to LEISA awareness is d
low adoption. LEISA is slow rn of its
pared to chemical agriculture. The

benefits are realised. ls
Therti
chemical agriculture. Whether
large-scale commercial

problems, like locust
is not

quences of chemical
society, then where do we
negative effects? Therefore tne

r of agro-
of liveli-
benefit

this large numbers and affect the bers of
are

weak in terms olpdfiEliorganisatir
attracts a high level of publicity and
focus on external inputs. Radio and TV the clock
ment 0n chemicals. To make profits from in the short-run, it is

Write to: Brian Westra, Mission protestante au Sahel.Bp 2210.

Send^yorr reply, comments and suggestions t0: pAN-Ap, Attn. Ong Kung Wai, pO Box j 1 70,
10850 Penang, Malaysia. Fax: +60-4-65.77.445.

Pesticide Action Network - Asia pacific is embarking on a regf,nat I
research/case study on sustainable agriculture. This documentillon is
intended as background paper to serve policy and strategy building, in a
regional consultation meeting, planned for 19g5. we intend to focus on in-
depth study of two successful SA practising Jarms, in each country, with a
total of about 7 countries. The aim is to bring to life and illustrate external
factors which determine the options available to farmers. Also the particu-
lar agricultural system that she/he develops in her/his situation. Especially,
the changes (personal and external) contributing to the shift to SA. And foi
those who have consistenfly practised SA, how have they managed to
maintain their practise. Preference will be given to farms using no external
agri-chemical inputs. This is a call for your input. Not t0 dupliCate docu_
mentation efforts, could you please inform us of data collection and
research initiatives on SA in your respective countries or regions? please
also inform us of suitable farm situations for study and whether your
organisation can do site assessment of the farm. A seed grant is available
for the field work. Dateline for first response: 31st March 1994.

c0m-
before

agriculture?
with

under
rd to sudden
Therefore,

c0nse-
at the level of
inq all the
a mrsn0-

| | rer-Ero*rr{iqlllgglgg a nore,
cnemcrcat and seed traders. yet,
hood for millions of peopte. lf LE

necessary t0 carry out large scale farming with external inputs. lf any gov_
ernment is trying to encourage LEISA, then there would be several op[o_
nents, including governments in the West and Banks. There is litile

3s

yields can stil l be
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Renewal card
"My records show that I renewed my subscription in June
1993. Nevertheless, I value the newsletter highly and would
not want to miss any issues, so I send you this card.'
"Please don't cut me off! The ILEIA newsletter is my lifeblood."
We received many reactions ol people who had only received
ILEIA Newsletter 94/4 end January or early February. We
understand that in those cases fi rb impossible to send back
the renewal card in time. We theretore decided to ertend the
deadline to 15 May 1994. In case you have not contacted us
already, please drop us a line.

New design
What do you think of the pre-
sent design of the ILEIA
Newsletter? With the help of
Loes Witteveen, lecturer and
trainer in media and commu-
nication, we have tried to
improve it. ls it more attractive
or is it too fragmented to your
liking? We welcome any com-
ments, suggestions and com-
plaints you might have. Write
us what you thinkl

direction should allow for
diverse production styles, ran-
ging from organic farming to
specialised high-tech farming.
"As well-written reports don't
suffice anymore, we need a
participatory national debate.
Many new initiatives have to
be discussed, as well as new
ideas, including those from
the individual farmer."
Ag ricu ltu ral J o u rn al, W age n i n g en,
february 1994.

Wanted: photographers
We are always in need of good quality, black and white photo-
graphs to illustrate articles and for the tront cover. This is an
example of what we are looking tor. lf possible, please send us
your negativ* (they will be returned after use, but we cannot
guarantee safe arrival). lf you are a good photographer, we
might discuss the possibility of payed assignments in your
region.

New book
A new ILEIA book was
recently published by
Intermediate Technology
Publications, UK. A flyer on
how to order Linking with
Farmers can be found in this
newsletter.

National debate
There is too little progress in
the transition to sustainable
agriculture in the Netherlands.
The old concept of bulk pro-
duction is not valid anymore.
Therefore, some top-level
decision makers are planning
a discussion on the future of
Dutch agriculture. The new

The story of
the milliFede
The millipede child was lear-
ning to walk. One day it
looked at all its legs and said
in despair, "Mother, I have so
many legs, which one should
I move first?" The mother
looked at her child and ans-
wered mild!, "Move, my
child. move."

He who knows much, does
not speak much

Don't catch a leopard by the
tail, but if you do, don't let go

Thorns prick lightly the man
who walks slowly

Amharic proverbs from Ethiopia, writ-
ten down by Ann Waters-Bayer, ILEIA

-ffiti tF Etr"E?
tu a' uf,r€il
ltfut 6.r HSrd
mlrt iqr rrurt
t{"gil Uf aiT Uilfrt

i S l'net o'tfril, d3 .
tut f,Er# fa su

Not sowing in October

Not irrigating in December

Not fertilizing in January

Not exempted by officials

Not accepted by anyone

H.S. Bajwa and Prof. A.S. Sandhu ammunicated this taditional wisdom from
Punjab. lt is patt of a shoft article: Trcditionalwisdom through Punjabi Proverbs
regarding the Importance of sowing time of wheat. Available hom ILEIA.

Next issue
CARING FOR THE LAND
It will dealwith participatory
landuse planning and is sche-
duled to appear in June 1994.

Sustainable agriculture "hotline"
Known by the acronym ATTRA (Appropriate Technology
Transter tor Rural Areas) anyone in the IJSA can cail a free
phone number and get intormation on low-input and organic
farming methods. Last year, the number of callers increased
by another 2,0(n b 12,0(n per year. Generally the agricultural
specialists who answer the phone talk tor a while to the pers-.
on calling, then send out a written lelter and appropriate arti-
cles and citations.

From a letlp/r of Ron Kroese, National Centrc tor ApprowiabTehnology, USA.

ILEIA PO Box 64 NL.383O AB Leusden Netherlands
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